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LeBlanc, Philip Norman. M.S. Purdue University, August, 1972. Land Use 
Classification Utilizing Remote Multispectral Scanner Data and Computer 
Analysis Techniques. Major Professors: Christian J. Johannsen and 
Joseph E. Yahner. 
This research was designed to study the ability of present automatic 
computer analysis techniques with the use af multispectral scanner data to 
differentiate land use cate~ories represented in a complex urban scene and 
in a selected nightline. An airborne multispectral scanner was used to 
collect the visible and reflective infrared data. 
A small subdivision near Laf~vette, Indiana was selected as the 
test site for the urban land use stud.V. /.mltispectral scanner data were 
collected Over the subdivision on May 1, 1970 from an altitude of 915 
meters. The data were collected in twelve wavelength bands from 0.40 
to 1.00 micrometers by the scanner. 
The results indicated that computer analysis of multispectral data 
can be very accurate in classifying and estimating the natural and man-made 
materials that characterize land uses in an urban scene. 
A 1.6 km. wide and 16 km. long flightline located in Sullivan r.ounty. 
Indiana, which represented most major land use cate~ories. was selected for 
analysis. Multispectral scanner data were collected on three fli~hts from 
x 
an [,It"i.tllrle of 1,500 meters • Energy in hlclve wavelength ba.nds from 
0.46 to 11.70 micI'ornGters was recoI'ed by the scanner. 
/-.. nell, more ol;ject.ivc appro~ch to cOlnputer Lrn.ininr.: ',la:3 de'lelopr~d 
ror o').!ln.ly~;i3 of the three dates of d,'lta. J~nph8.:~i:1 was plac~d on the 
t3 tandar'(lization of a proc~dure fo~ D.lw.ly:.;i:::; of duta. '.:he 11roc<:'jurt~ 
offt-:!red faster and consistantly v,ood duplication of attained re:;ults. 
Cine results' intlicated 9-'1 abilt 10y for automatic computer Ctnalysis 
of re!.,otely sen,;cd multispectral scCt"ner data to chCtraeterizc and map 
land usa categories within the test area. Additionally, results in-




The need for current info:cmation on major lrmd usc, 'lcrea!~e, and 
distri.bution of crops is essentinl for efficient management of re:1Qurces 
in both the dcvclope(l and developIng countries of the world. H.i.stori-
cally, the collection, compilation ruJd interpretation of data on use of 
land in the United Stlltes has proved inva;Luable in the study of present 
land-resource problems. 
In the past, land use data have been compiled by eerWU:J interview 
or by field mapping. In some cOU!1tries, ma.lor clasGes of land UG" are 
mnppod in the field and published, usually 011 a small scale. For mO<lt 
eountl'ics, land use inv"ntory data cOllsist of d.ata compiled by census 
,~ 
fro!(1 "personal intervle'.1', mail qUt"!:1tionnal res, study of sVlnple areas, or 
Some Gombination of thp.se rr.ellUS. Generally, these method3 take a re-
lativcly long timl:! because the nmnber of trained scienti[jts ,~j.l1d workers 
arc limited. These factors account for the reb.ti vcly long intervals 
beLween censUs projects in many countries. 
1'ht~ 'increasing need for It:JJld U.';I) inventory in mnny dcv~!loretl nnd 




~-:ho'~ring the distribut.ion of major .l;tnd uses and specific crops in nlG ... 1Y 
countries. Measurements from these a.irphoto maps provide dat'1. on 
acrf.!!\ge of categorie3 of land USc. Comparison bct·",een recent and old':!r 
photoG can provide infonnation regarding chunee such as cxpan:Jion of 
urban development, revision of farmland to forest, or dC'leloprnent of 
new fannlalld by clearing, dralnnp;c t or irrigl1t':'J' 
Currently, the competition for use of lan-: L:; becominG more 
intense. Urban development, need for more recr', Lion are"'-' (pnrticu-
larly ncar large urban areas) and the preservat ton of , .. ilrllife habitat:; 
:..ire matters of great intere3t to thoGC concerned with land resources. 
In the future, it is clear that current, accurate and concise informa-
tion will be of ereat importance and need in the careful exa,ninntion 
and utilization of our rC30urces . 
I'Jewer, more sophisticn.ted remote scnninp; systems have the potcn-
tinl to offer significant improvement in rural and urban land une eva .. 
luation. Computer analysis of multispectral sc"nner d'lta is one such 
new arm in the field of remote sensine. This project is concerned ',rith 
determining the ability of present automatic computer techniques 
employing multispectral scanner data to obtai.n uGp.n.ble la.nd use infor-
mation. 
The first study is a pr"Uminnry i{,'/cst;i :ation into the Uses of 
rf~rr.r)te sensing techniqll(:s ffJt the identificatIon of land u~es tha.t 
characterize an urban ,,"ene, 'I'hc se~ond stUdY involves the use of Ii 
new multispectral analysis tccilniqw, for the identification of land use 
cla~)ses in an aGricultural ::,,:cenc. rlllIe rCGults from this ProJect should 






The Hole of Remote Ccn:Jin~ in Land Use 
Clacsification 
---------
'l'he concept of multispedral remote Gensin!> is that "plants 'llld 
materlab located at the surface of the earth p03'le55 thr. fun<lrun"ntal 
property of -reflectin~ or em.l tting ,'lectromaf';netic encr"y <11 fCr.r',ntiully 
over tile spectrum" (TanGuay, 1969e.), In the visible portion of the 
electromagnetic spectrum these particular properties are seen in the 
J 
form of color, These properties appear to be cha"'act,eristic of each 
material and are due to the fundamental properties of energy absorption, 
emis~ion o.nd surface reflectance. These characteristics ',.,ill be further 
diGcunsed in following sectionR. 
Hoffer (1967n) has defined multispectral remote sensing as: 
11 •• • the detection anel recording, from a (lj stance 
or remote location, of reflr.cted or emitt"d 
electromagnetic radiation in ma.ny discrete 
relati vely narr-O'. .. spectral bands between 0,3 
to 14 micromoters tflwalonf,th, •• " 
Remote sen:ling information elm be collected by a variety of in:;trll-
mentu Illolmtcli near or a.bove the sut'~':),ce of the earth in airplanes and 
» 
cun br3 collocted and recorded for processing und analysis. Holter 
(1970) and LA~S (1968) have described in detail the inst~~entation. 
data collection and data processing syst"ms currently used in the field 
of remote sensing with multispectral scanner data. 
4 
'rho merits of remote Gellsinr as " potentially v"luable tool in 
g"therinr, and updating land U3(O and resource information has been 
reported by Shelton (1967) and Johannsen and Baurn"ardner (1968). Azide 
from Its data aC'Iuizi tion and handline characteristics. the value of 
remote sensins in a land use classification system depends on its 
ability to accurately differentiate materials such as rock, bare soil, 
crop species, trees, crass, and water. The basic assumption underlying 
this projeet is that remote sensing, uti:J.izing multispectral scanner 
d,'lta and automatic computer analysis techniquf'!s, hilS achieved sufficient 
accuracy and reliability in the idcntifi',ation of land surface materiflls 
to w"rrant its application to land use classi fication. 1'he It tcrrltl1re 
reports successful upplication of remote sensinr, in the a.rea~ of ve~,,-
cation mltpping, soils mappinv, and geologic Gtudic~. 
In soil:, mappine, stu· lies by Krictof and 7"'.';hary (1971), Stoner and 
Horvath (1971), nnd Vlcst (l':r?Z). have shmm that ;,I,,,ctral maps of surface 
soils can be produced using multL,,:cctral data :,,,d automatic computer 
a.nalysis techniques which compare '; fn."or:t~)ly wi th soils ma.ps prepared 
by conventional soil survey techn :!)~S, 'I"the\.·:; et 0.1. (19'(1), u,;1ng 
multispcctrnl dnta., were al110 to classifJ' 20i1 pn.rent materials that 
compared well with thc boundaries identifiable on aerial photography. 
It has be'Jn sho'.n (AI-Abba" et ,,1., 1972) that gross textU'I'al differencp.s 
in surface soils can be mEl.l1'1;'lcd u;::i rw: r(~rnote s·cn~;j nr,- technic.ues. 
,-
5 
Tf.\ncun.y (19G9b), in r~~;earch studying the fea:3ibility of cn[~ince!'i(lg 
soils mappin~, reported identifying and m1;l.pping areas that indicated 
lithe ciistribuLion of r.l:1.in soils cl:-wBc3, draina{je features, wet zones, 
muck pockets, Hnd bare rock al~en.n. II In another n tudy, Baumgardner et 
al. (1970) have "ho'.ln that cOJillmter '"Tl'11y:;ic, teehni'lues can differcn-
tl"tc five di fferent ranges of organic matter content for mineral gotls. 
Recent geologic studies hn.ve reported class; fyine various gcolol)ic 
materials. Smelles et al. (1969) have reported usinl5 multispectral data 
and automatic CO,cl)uter =alysis technillucs to map terrain in Yellowstone 
Nationa.l Park. t~',"-;i~y Utl:.)'...reu. that nine classes (bedrock exposures, talus, 
vegetated rock rubble, glacinl krur.e, glacial till, forest, bog, surface 
wllter and shadows) could be mapped with good accuracy. Using multi-
spectral SCllnuer data collected betl{ccn 6.7 and 13.4 roicrorneters and 
computer analy:;is techni'lucs; Lyon et al. (1969) ;Tere able to identify 
quartz beach sand at 1.1 Texua site o.nd recognize and map ~ranitc and 
andesite rock at a California test site. In preliminary work with 
resource inventory and survey, I,ta.ilon (1971), using scanner data collccted 
in the 8 to 14 micrometer rani," of the electromagnetic spectrum, inves-
tiBated automa.tic computer mapping of manga.nese, bauxite find chroma.te ore 
materials. lIe reporteil that his GtucHes shml' "an appearance of a family 
of spectral curves" nssocin.tt·~d with each material. 
In vegetation mapping studi"il, correct identification of 81 t.o 99 
percent were reported in mo.pp:i.ng six co',(?r-typo clflSses (row crops, 
whe'-lt, oa.ts, pasture, hay and ';:t'C0~;) u:dnl~ lIlultispcctral ccnnncr datn 
(LAHS,1970). Hoffer (196"(11) r"p0rtcd v,oo<1 result3 in cl,?:''';lfyinl~ lanil 









The literature ind.icates that basic land cover mappinr: utilizing 
multispectral ccanner data and presently developed computer analysis 
techniques is sufficiently advanced to provide o.ccurll.tc identification 
and mapping of land usc charo.cteristics. It is with this wosumption 
that this study Was undertaken. 
Energy Phenomena 
The electromagnetic spectrum has no definite upper or lower limit; 
it can be stated, however, that it extends from radio frequencies ,less 
than one Hertz (cycles per second) to cosmic rays greater than 10 26 
Hertz (Halliday and Resnick, 1962). Hoffer and .Johannsen (1')69) illus-
trated a portion of the electromagnetic spectrum which is of importance 
to remote sensing (Figure 1) and reviewed various types of sensors used 
in the different wavelength regions. 
Optical-mechanical scanner systems effectively operate within the 
electromagnetic spectrum from approximately 0.3 to 15.0 micrometers. 
TIlis portion of the spectrum can be divided essentially into two parts: 
the reflective and the emissive regions (approximately 0.3 to 3.0,and 
3.0 to 15.0 micrometers, respectively). 'rhe reflective region can be 
further subdivided into the ultraviolet, visible and infrared regions 
(approximately 0.004 to 0.38, 0.38 to 0.68, and 0.68 to 3.0 micrometer., 
respecti vely). 
A remote sensor rec"ives ener"y emano.ting from a target as a 
function of the illumination and the reflective and emissive properties 
of the tarr,et. 'fhe illumination source for the earth is pr.imllrily the 
sml; although,illumination may be received from the moon, stars, or 
~,ta:rr taiMg?: n ;;nmnriNrv,;JwHnp:rPd ":torCH: A,' 5$" 11'7 11' ;~ 
) . 
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t:nrth I G atmo5phere nnd locrll T...rev.t.her ehrme;e:1 can aavcr:.iel:( af r~ct th~ 
~;pect r0.1 character of the flunlight (Gn,tf"!:-;, 19r:5; flnrl ,Johnnn::;t;:1, 1961). 
The attenuation effects by the n.t.mo;~t~hCrl~ (In the ~nln ':3 ener[:f profile 
must be consirlered not, only froll1 tht~ GOUCt!e to th(~ tar{~et, but also the 
energy returning: from the tlirl,~et to the remotr:! :Jt!n~;or. 'dithin the clcr.-
tromagnet.ic spectrum there n.rc rer-.;ions or ·t".rlndo;Y~311 where the attenu-
ating effects of the atmonpherc are relatively hind"red. Within the"" 
regions spectral chtmnels al'°('! seleetc;,i for enerr:;y measurements from a. 
target to Ii remote sonsor. 
Radiated ener/oy is emil;tc,l by all obJecl;" ab<)v~ the teJ'lperflture of 
absolute zero ar:; a function of their t(-~mperil.turc nnll emissivity 
(G[l.teG, 19(2). Basic data on cTni.:;~.i.Yit:r f:\rc t~iv(;n b,Y Hyers and Allen 
(19G8) and Kumar (1972). Vario,,!; factor" lnt'lll(mc', soil" FJ-nd p1;mt 
temperatures. Gates (1963), 'tinr,:,o"",' and ::h,,,, (1951), l\ncllri and Loomb 
(1959) and Kryuchkolf (1<)61) eli:3cu""",! the ractors of solar radiation, 
8 
air temperature, hUUlidi ty, wind sp,;(;tl) i1,1rd.,i lab1(; ~oils mointure, lea.f 
structure and differences in pln.nt. opedes as the important f,'l.ctor:; ','hich 
affect plant tcmri~raturc. tl"'l:H! prim~l1'Y ractor:~ rclat.inl3 to soi.1 te!l1pcra-
ture are soil pal'ticle r1ize, solI IGoif-j!',nr"e, ':.,oil at r llwnidity and soil 
porosity (llyers, LnG). 
The reflt~etance function varl"':i r.o[1s:i.d.r:·z,,:t'hly fro:n on • .! c:'b,Ject to 
[mother and for each object ·,rIL'''; n '1, :, '" ,ei rtc "at"lcory. G'"t,,:; (19'(0), 
Gausman et a1. (1969) and I.[cC1,Ji'" (1')(Sl) ,11::('",;:;,,,1 wmy of the l'i1ysi.cal 
and phyniological prop~rties ot.' pl.:tnt:.i ~,Jhidl I~~trlain :";0100 of their re-
rl~ctnnce eha ra.cteri. ,:ti cs . I!'he fJ t'op,_~r t ,j "~:; r(('!l L t()n(-~rl ,·re re Jr::: rtf I<t.:ometry J 
9 
r.:orpholo;~r, phys.i.olo[~y, chl"::mi.:3tT'Y, ::;0.11 ~d.t0. :l~1(1 (~llm:J.tt~. :-:oi1 n:flt~c", 
t}U1Ce characteristics are in.flunn~ell by :noi.r..;t.llre content, prn"t.icle si7.e t 
structure, surface rou2:hne~;:J :_'.nd orcanic m.::1tter content (Bo'Yrer3 and 
Hanks, 1965). 
i , 
I From this discussion it can be seen that objects reflect and emit 
I energy differentially over the elf:etro('la{~netic spect.rum. It is the 
concept of multispectral analysi.s thnt in Gome channf31 or channels in the 
clectromaenetic spcctrwn clflsrj(~s or cn.t'~r~orie3 of nn.terials ~"ill be 
distinguishable a.nd "IUl be dcte,:taule '.J. toh multispectral analysis tech-
n:lques. It must be kept in min'l th,;t "nch factor mentione!l that influ-
ences the reflectivity, emissIvity or illuminntIon of an ObJect cnn also 
contribute considerable variability to the response of a r,iven material. 
It is for this reason that frequfcntly there wi.ll exist sev"ro.l snectral 
subclasses to characterize one Cle38 of material. 
Land U3C Clo.:;;~ \. flcn.t ion SChBTnCS 
Because there arc several conr:cpts nQout Vhfit "land" is 
(llarlowe, 1958), there exists a simila1' runge in ideas about the concept 
of "land use." In an effort to l'Cfwh n {~etleral understo.nding of the 
definition of the t.erm "land use" the Cowrnittec on Ln.nd Usc Gtfltistics 
grappled ut length with this problem (Cln''{Gcll1 ann :ltcwtirt, 1965). 'rh" 
committee concluded that the term "land. U{;C" [jhould refer lIto man's 
actIvities on land which arc directly reln,t.,rl to the land." It was 
furtht.~r noted that phrases such (1.:; 1T hum",m U::iCO of land" o.C "human ncti-
vi ty On land" might help in tht~ c1.;,xi f,ii.11:5 0 f t.he concept of land usc; 
it i:3 the ~ctivi~ dimension lhl.l.:t:. cGnstitute~3 the cBntral "focus in 
dl!finin,ll, land u:.=.:c. 
-~ 
.to 
'rhe purpose of thig section is to l"Avie\T some of thp. p:C!'!:.ip.ntly 
tlCCf':?ptCtl land use SChClfl,CG in on Qffort to :1~lect or fOrIllulat.c a sui table 
scheme that would be COm1)utiblc with remote mu.lti:.oeetr.'llly ~-)ensetl 
DCimn,=r data. !<'ollr land u:.c !3chemcs from the Coufercnc~ on Land Us~ 
Information and Classification (1,)71)'o"re "elect,,(l for revi,,,,; a more 
detailed outline format of each Gcher:w is includ'...~d in the J\ppenrlix, 
Table 13. 
Three of these classification schemes, the Standard Land Use 
Coding l'!anual, the Canadian Lan(l Inventory, and a scheme developed by 
the Associa.tion of American GeoVraphers, were developed for use on a. 
country-vide or national basis, vhile the fourth sch'Omc, th" rlRW York 
Stnte Land Use scheme, "..ras devised for. usp.' only in the state of rTP'1,ol York. 
The three national schemes di ffer slv,nifi.c'Llltly in the level of 
i.nventory detail contemplated in their use. 'L'hc Stanrlarri Land Use Codin'~ 
t.t:ltlual ("A Stando..rd Syutem for Ic1(~ntifyinr, and Coding La.l1d 1J~~f~ J\ctivil~ie:;)11 
1'-"G)) provided a four·-dip;i t cate;;orization of land u·.o" which '."",, dl!velope'l 
mainly for identi fyinc; ,md coding (rather than mappinv,) urban lo,n(l use 
activities and adjacent situations in the United States. 'rhis cln.risifi-
cation scheme was not desiGned specifically for use with air photo-inter-
pretation or other remote sensing technques. Ground observations rmrl 
emuneration must provide much of the information necessary to classify 
land use yith thi.:; scheme ~tlhen u:-;ed in urban a.reas. Thp. sch('me ha::: nin(~ 
first-oi~der ca.tegories and ninety-nine second-order (:ate{~ortes. 
The Cnnn.clIun Lnnd Inv,ontot'Y ("A r;uid" to the Cla~sU'ication of Land 
lIce," 1')'[0 ) employed c,;:;cntilllly 1\ t,.;o -digit or two levI! t laud <lei" c ht:;<;l-
flcat.ion scheme for usc throur~hout the more densely populated portions of . 
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U:Ji_nL~ this scheme, ~.lhich has Gix mn.,jor or firGt-o:"1.ter cilter:.orics, tHC'lve 
second-order ca.tegories. and two third-order CR.tct-;oric8. I~C scope n.nd 
objectives of the Canadian inventor:r ncceszitatcd 3. ::!luch ffiore ~encr:]lized 
schc:ne for classifyine land u!Je than the- si tuatio 'is for which the 
f3tanri:1.rd Land U:;;c Codinl1 j·1n.nua.l 1-laS primarily !lr~ :,:').red. 
l.rhc third nationn.l schcmf.~ WD.S dcv,=loni.~rl fro'1 a study b:r th~ 
[";soci,,tion of Americn.n Geo,",x·n.phers (An<.lcrson, 1971 a) for u"" \lith 
orbLLal imagery for makIng land usc mnps r."l.nc:inl3 1.n Ecn.le fr0m 1 :;?50 ,O()f) 
to .1:2,500,000. rI'hi3 classi.fication scheme VW.!3 d.eveloped an(l 1J.3~<1 in a. 
pilot stud.y in the Phoenix, Arizona are" to test the ca"abili tie" of the 
dcviGed scheme for use with conventional c'olor nnd color infrared imrt!~(:t'y 
t.aken from the Apollo 9 satellite and from high a1 ti tud" aircraft ()O ,000 
to 60 ,000 feet), The imaGery If'1' supplc'nented by ,,·lack and "hi te photo 
"'0:; ai C:3 at 0. scale of 1:62,000, The sch~me h,w s",en fil'st-orrler C'lt,?-
(Cories and t\fenty third-order c'ltc(',ories, Fourth or cv"n fi fth-oreier 
catet~ories can be added for use vi th larfier ~eA.lc im~gcry or for U~jC wi. th 
gro\md observations and entuneration. 
'fhe fourth scheme developed specifically for the state of lTc''! York 
is cl.'.lite ~ldaptablc for use clne'/hcre. The NC"l,1 York la.na inventory ClI1UGi-
fi"",'Cion scheme ("A Review of the l'lc·" York State Ln.nd U:3e anel n'ltural 
Ile:lource Inventor.r," 1970) employed c"senti :011y ,'. three-diGit el13.301 ftca-
tion scheme which was developed to ar~(;',:'-;o(l ~f",~ th'" recognition of ar0a.l tlnd 
point data, i.e., cropland and fn.rmst.~~'.Lds. 1~'h8 ~>.:::hcmc ho.s eleven fir:;t-
oeder categorics, forty-eight r;ccona-o:cr'ler catr.![';oricn ann f;eventy- fi 'Ie 
thirrl-or<.ler "point (lata" categorie~, Aerial photo.p;r.aphy Itt It ';cale 
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1 :;~)~ ,000 con:;) ti tuted the main lanu use in.forr;lat ion source for the ;!e'.l 
York" taLe inven t,~ry. 
A 3(~t of '(TorkinFS eriteria. a{~n.inst which to cv;t"lHate land u~p. clas-
:;ificA.tion scheme.:; for 11:.38 with orbital and other hil~h altit\l(J~ imagery 
wa:; p!'e""ntcd by ItnJerGon (1971b). It proved to bc VCllu'lblc in the 
final evaluation of the oclec'tcd classification SChCT:1e used in this 
study. 'rhese criteria. are: 
(1) It minimwn level of accuracy of about 85 to 90 percent 
or better should be approachcJ in the inte::-pretation 
of the ima(:~ry being used. 
(2) It well-balanced relin.hili ty of interpretation for the 
sevt~rul c'J.t.el~ories includccl in the cln.;,sification 
scheme should be attained. Closely related to the 
requirement of a. millil."!,UJTI overall level of accura.cy 
is th'~ matter of vflrY'ln(! level.;,' of aceurac,V which can 
be attained for the !3~]vern.l cateeor~e~ of the clasni-
ficat~ 'j,":. being u'H~d. 
(3) Hepeatn.ble or repetitive results should be obtainable 
from one in t(,rpre ter to another and from one time 0 f 
sensin~ to another. 
(II) The classification scheme should be u:leahle or adapt-
able for usc over an ext ens i \fC area. 
(5) The cfltegori7.~tion used in thc clas::;ificntion scheme 
should permit ve[~eto.tl ve and other c')ver types to be 
used as surro~~a.tes fot' activity-oriented cnteeories 
wherever possible. 
(6) The elassifien.tion Gchpmc oh,,'.11.<1 be sHitab}" for uee 
Ifi th 11TI11r,01''1 tn.ken at di fferent times (hlt"inr; the y"n.r. 
(7) The cl",;sification sehe"", should permit effective usc 
of suh-categories that can l)c obtaint?rl from I~round 
survr:yn or fro:n t.he WlC of i:nur::;cry H"/ailahle at. a 
larger sC:lle or wi_ th t.he usc of color photor;raphy. 
(B) A need 1;0 collf1.r"p the caLcf;ori0s of Lhe classification 
~;chcm.:! into 1\ smallcl' mrrnber of ~n.te!~Orif~s mU3t-ne 
ri-.!cor-:n.l :t.ed. 
(9) !rh~ cln:>::.iificntion SC~1e:ne should recoc:nize the :'ilultiple 
use aspects of land usc whenever po::;slble. 
The above outline(i criteria could not be met by the clasuif'icnU.on 
scheme devclope<1 for use in thin study. As Anderson (1971) has ct"t"d, 
~ven ~;omc of the prescn' :'.y Uf>c:(t cla~3si. ficatton ~;r;:lcm,=s do not meet 
S~:1tisfactorily the abov ::ritf; .~i!_l. In the future, it m~y be rir;>:;ir'J.ble 
to aup-;nent these critcrL<i as t,',.,! role of remote sensing in a. land clR.s-









T:) .\.FHN G FIELD Al'PflOACH TO CLASS iFYnlG kN 
UllfWl SCENE -- A PRELTI1li'ARY STUDY 
Introduction 
Th,~ tlSO of remote scnsin::; techniques in the rapid gath~rini?" pro-
CO:3sing and tnt.crpretatien of data obtained over an urban area is of 
int()rest to n1any peopl". Quantitative information frol'\ a rmr.ot.e sensing 
sYGtom .~ould havo a broad spectrum uf applications to urban planning. 
This study 1s concerned with the dotermination of tho accuracy with 
·.,hlch an lll'ba.n Ilrea can be cator,orlzed, evaluntion of the classtficll-
tion procedure for this purposo, and further dofinit.ion of invostiga-
tions which should bo conducted. 
'fhe multispectral data analyd.s techJ:liques llsed in this study >Ior'" 
do"o],oped a·t tho taboratory for Applications of :lcmoto Sensing and fol-
lv;we! .'\ sbild:u'd ccmputer tra1l1inv, procedure utilizing manually selectod 
tr,~ining fi'Jlds. This preliminary study servod to familiarize tho re-
sC'lr()hor Vli-th tho LARS's data llnalysis procedllrns and helped to formu-
lat.e a revised data <'1.naly~is technique used in t.ho second a tucJy , "Spec-
tt'ally snparabln training cl",w approach to land use m3.l'ping" (Ch:;pto,r J). 
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Description of Test Site 
The 26.3 ha (65 acre) l1eadowbl'ool< subdivision (r'igure 2 ) is loeatod 
4 lan. (2 1/2 miles) east of Lafayette, Indiana, On State Route 26 
(S3 1/4 of 5H l/'~ of S3 1/
'
; of Sec. 23: Range ~H, TOvTnship 23iO. The 
subdivision contains 68 [fioc\ol'ately priced homos which are predominantly 
2 to 3 bedrooms, single lev"l with attach"ri garap;e. 
The subdivision 1s bounded on the north and we'it by '1Ocds and with 
cultivated fields to the south and east. Roads i.n the subdivision are 
asphalt with surfaco color from light grey to noarly black; driveways 
are generally concrete with soma being asphalt or gravel. All lots havo 
good grass cover and are minimally landscaped with only a few lots havjn[: 
trees or shrub plantings. The roofing materials are asphalt sh~lgles, 
and their colors al'9 predominantly light green, or blue and grey with 
sovel'al roofs being black. 
Data Collection 
Tho re,note multispect.ral scanner data for this study were cnlloctcd 
by tho ViillO'..l Run Laboratory, University of Michig:m, using a multispec-
tral optical-rnehcanical scanner nlOunted in a C-h? aircraft. Tho over-
flight of the ter,t site ~Ias made 0:'1 l1ay 6, 1970 at 10:30 A.H. from an 
altitude of 915 meters 0,000 feet). The data were collected in 12 
discrete channels of tho spectrum (six in the visible and six in the 
roflective and emissive infr.:\l"old). A datailcd description of tho scannor 
system is r:;ivon by Holter' (1967). 




',{as j'1 analog fom and was first transformed to a di"ital for"wt compD.-
tible for tho LARS dIgtt.'t1 cnmput0r and multivD.riate pattorn r"coicniLion 
programs. Each analog scan line WIt:; sampled at t,Iiee the nClooal dir,itlza-
tlnn rate (4LI-O points instnad of 220) as a means of increasin~ th" amount 
of information gained frem mntorials on the ground. Becauso of a machino 
limitation bounded by the maximum rato of digiUZ:ltion in the analog to 
di~ital conversion system, doubling the number of paints sampled per Goan 
lino meant halVing the number of channels of data from twelvo to six 
(fable 1 ). Each data paint, or remote sensing unit (asu) is given a 
unique address in a two-dimensional coordinate system composod of scan 
line numbers and data points 'Iithin a scan line. Each RSU is dosi;;nated 
to ropresent a unit of area on the ground. Since thes" data wero col-
looted at an altitude of 915 meters 0,000 ft.), each RSU, directly 
below the ail'craft, represents about 9 square metors on tho ground. 
D<l!:::~U~ll"!",r'l'tion. Because the scanner data were collecter! >lith a 
three aporture nC:1nner, one for the visible, roflectivo infraro(], :1/ld 
emissive infrared portions of the spectrum, the respectiv~ Sflt,; of 
channels of data had to be aligned such that all data points would coin-
cide. This process, called "Data Registration," is accomplished by 
locatint; chock points on gray scale computer printouts (to bo do(;cribed 
bolo>l) of tho channels of data, such as road int'Jrsactions or corners of' 
fiGlds. Aft"r an arrD.Y of such points are established throu"hout the 
fliglltlinos, th" data arc alignod clith tho5e points by the computer. A 









Re_di,~itiz~d multlspoctral data. cha.nnels used for 
collection of dab over test site on Hay 6, 1970. 
Spectral 
!ii!.l!f'longt.h (micrometers ) ~l'iption 
.40 - .44 violet 
,5Cl - .52 blue-~reen 
.55 - .58 ereen 
.58 .62 yellow 
.66 - .72 rod 
.80 - 1.00 Rofle"tivo 1R 
*Ch!lnnels selectod by ;tDII/ERG for tho classification of the t"st :;1 to. 
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LARS Data Analysis 
The co:nputer programs used at 1A.'\.'3 to ,~""lyzo mnlthpectral SC,llHIGr 
data were deval01)ed at LARS undor a NASA gr,~nt; thair functions and ~o­
quentinl steps involved in the analysis prOCeGUl'o aro indlcat"d in 
Table 2 • 
Computer r,rev-scale printouts, '.hich are di~cital, spiltial displays 
of the spectral responsos of the data, word fir,; t obt<1.:incd in several 
channels. From ground observatl.on collected at tho 1:0,;1; site On the day 
of the flight, computel' training s"mples wcre ;;olocted from areas of 
known materials such as trees, grass, roads, drivol-Tuys, and rooftops, 
located on the groy scale printouts. For this study, lh.l percent of 
the total data points. were used in computei' trainin'~. The procedure 
is referred to as a "supervised" approach to coynp'.ltcr training 
because the researcher selects only training s"m1'1os of lllf):torials 
he desires the computer to rp.cor,nizo for th", clan,;lficati.on. 
After training samples ~lere Selected, anothor proE;r<~, ~",~JCLAS, was 
used to determine spectral separability or uniformity be b'icoa ,1'ad among 
training classes. Often classos of materi:.\ls, ";.1ich ",oro not spectrally 
separable were merged to speed computel' classification t1'Oo, lind sub-
classes of materials, which wer" spoc trall; sopr,l'"blo, '101"0 found that 
could greatly increa:39 the detail of the classifjc.~tion. 
The next step in the analysis procor!uY'e "as to obt1.:ln Btatistical 
information concerning tho spvctral rospon;;05 of oach c1,,'-;5 or ""-,,class 
of materials. This was act)omplish,)d by U,·, pro;',r',,,,, :~;';'I'il'1' for >111 ich th'l 
output consists of class moans and covari~'1.'!lCO mal, ~'-i.C()S foJ.' tho rn~pon:ics 
in each wavelength band for each cOn~)1J.t8r tr.~jl' j,,,,: ell.""" . Aw)th:Jr pr"grpJl1 
called $DIVEd.G sclect~ed those ehJ"'f,~ls fd:d.(:ll .:t] .!. _, I,;r.! t,;l:) .'~t'C' i.p~Jt. 







Coronut.or progl'alnG u,;ed for classification of multispoc-












Obtain ~roy scale printouts of each 
snectral band desirod usin~ alpha-
nwneric symbol s. Primary purpos" 
to select training srunplos froln 
known areas basod on "v,round obser-
vations." 
Obtain spectral groupings or clusters 
of the data based on reflectanco 
values from sHleeted spp.ctral bands 
Hithout. sunorv:l3ion or prior grOlmd 
truth designations. 
statistical analysis of refleetanco 
data from training fiolds and classes -
histograMs, sDGctral curves, mean 
vector, covariance ".nd correlation 
matrices are gonorated. 
Sclectic)fl of best subset of avail-
able spectral bands for cl:1.ssifica-
ti.on; obtain indication of separa-
bility of proposed classes. 
Classification of oach remote sonsin~ 
unit In designated area. 
Display of classification by alpha-
numeric symbols '.-lith tho use of 
threshold levels. Evaluato classi-
f:i.cat:i.on perfol"mance. 
separation betHeAn all combinllti.cns of dash'cd classes (Table 2 ) •. 
Hackm' (1971) found th.'1t tho accUl.""-r.y of classification is not greatly 
increascd boyond the usn of fOllr to five channels for a(';ricultur,~l 
materials. 
Next, the training field statistics were used as classification 
criteria by a classifier program called $CLASSIFY. The computer 
classifies each dllta point 01' RSU basad on maximum likelihood criteria 
(Landgrebe, et a1., 1968). 
The final st,~p is to rlispl<W the classified area, using the pro-
"ram, $DISPLAY. Any alrh"nulftO'C'ie charactor can be used to display a 
particular cla'33. This progl'Dm ".bo offers an option for testing the 
accuracy of thc c1assifi.cation. The user inputs tho coordinates of 
test fields for Hh,Lch the I'.l'ound t,'uth is kno,m. On call, tho compu-
ter will noto tho accu1'acy on tho test fields and calculate the per-
c"nt accuracy. 
Tho final classi.fic.~tion of the subdivision (Figure 3) is dis-
played in tliO cate~ories: tian-mado. containing the classes of roof 
and streot-driveways (l~ir~tn'f) I}), '~.i1d n,:>turally occurring materials 
containing the c),a'l!lQs trons-,';lll'u\)s and ~rass (F'i~ur~ 5). The claDS 
lIS treets-drivewaYG" in tho C .. "t8:~,n-y of man··marl" mat" d.a.ls is furthor 
subdivider! into as"halt and COIlC",to material,'; (Fig".,") 6). 
Tnbul,~n~ coml-,,:ll"isons be t,1,I8Ui:) 1:,hA co;nputer 1.:1a.ssit'ication t'osults 
and an estimate of th,) actu"l In',: .. :.> CQvp.l'od by each cater;ory (,rable 3 ) 
\>.re:ce obtained by o1Jorla:1ill~;~ Do p11r,) torJ;r~_l.ph of tho test area with a dot 




_ Roof Surfaces 
_ Streets - Dnvewoys 
Fi gure J . Computer clas~l:i.ficl'.tion display of man-:nade and na.tul':ll 
features of tho t~st site. 
Roof Su-fooes Streets - Dmieways 
Figur e 4 . Computel' classification display of tho man_made mater ials 
present in the tQst site. 
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Trees 
figure 5. Computer classjficatton display of the natural materials 
present in the test site. 
Figure 6. computer classification displny of the categ<U"Y " streets-
driveways" subdivided into asphalt and concrete matArials 
present j~ the test site . 
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Tablo 3. Cornput;;r cll1!3sifie:\O.on l"C!sults cmr:pl""J to a dot-grid 
ostjw,r::'o of thr) different cr.tt8;~()ri'js or m:1tol~ia.l prOB0nt 































do l;'l in the scene. The COO'?U tar clRss.i.fiG~ tion rlJsul GS Hore auto-
matically calcul"tcd by the computer. A total of 99.7 percent of 
the data points in the test area. (Table J) are a.ctually classified 
by the computer. The relilainder of the data points were not class-
ifia<l because an insufficient numbor of computer trainin[, classes 
'.~ero present to adequately represont thes" data points. These paints 
are considered "thresholded" points. 
Tho classification result.s ('rable J ) reflect the parcen t of 
the total area occupied by a ,napped category. The results do not 
indicate the spatial accuracy- of the classification. Comparison of 
the photof>rar,hy (?ii~llro 2 ) to the classific."tion displays, shmls 
that the spatial accuracy i$ good ~.nd that most of th'3 misclo.s'lific-
ticn occurs near class boundaries. 
The computer classification results alip;n thc!Os'31vos will wUh 
tho estimat"d actual porcenca""s of each category as shown 
in Table 3. The results shoH th,'lt th" computer clo.ssii'ic:ltion 
slightly over_estimates the percent area occupied by tho category 
"man-made" (22.4 versus 21. 5 percent of tho area as calculated by 
the actual) and only slightly under-estimates the area occupied by 
the category "naturally occurring" material (77.3 versus 78.5 by the 
actual) •. 
Hithin tho category lI,n,ln-rna(l'J," Table 3 shows the percent. aroa 
classified <1.S roof material ,?S 5.1 and th,., perccmt area claGoified 
as street.s •. dd.vmlaY::l as 1'7.3. Thl) nst.irnat"d actual pOl'cent of those 
matoriuls in tho tobl arou aro 0.2 for roof Mel 13.3 for streota and 
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concrete sidewAlk3 and patios were visible around many of the homos. 
bu\; not to the extent shown by tho computer classification of this 
rna tarial in Figure 6. Nuch of the miscl.'l.Ssification may be explain(3d 
by shadows. and the large variation in roof size. color and surface 
orientation with respect to the scanner. 
Some difficulty .ras experienced in differentiating roofs from 
dark vegetAtion in some of the preliminary clAssifications. but was 
overcome by introducing a reflective infrared channel (0.8 to 1.0 
micrometers) in the classificAtion procedure. This channel was quite 
valuable in mapping man-mAde materials from n.~turally occ.urring be-
cause the responses were largely independent of color. 
\-lithin the category "naturally occurring." the computer estimate 
of the percent of tho total are,qs occupied by trees and shrubs and by 
grass were 15.2 and 62.1. respectively. The actual percontago~ of 
tho total Area for these two classes of material were 20.6 and 57.9. 
respectively. Comparison of the photography (Fio;ure 2 ) with the 
classification display (Figure 5 ) indicated that much of the under-
estimation of trees and shrubs and over-estimation of grass may be 
duo to difficulty in discriminatlng between shrubs and grass materials. 
Considerable spectral variability existed within both the natural 
and man-made matorials l therefore. a large number of samples 'dOl'O re-
quired to represont single classcs of materials. This is ospocially 
true in cac"I',orie5 dealing with matorials of small aroa. A pos"lble 
flxnLHlation of tho val'iahl.lity in these 8,",,11,,1' I1re"s is in tho rf3gis-
trat.i.on of tho d,d~, channels. By ovorlaying ""eh individual channel 
of' rht'l (in tho form of r,rcy seale printouts of tho data) on a lif.(ht 
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dat,1- points bet\loon <:h:1nnols. For large area analysis, this degreo 
of' rngistratioll accuracy ,;ould not generally presont any problems, 
but for small areas this degree of' <')1'1'01' can be critical.· Consider-
ing the ground area occllpied by SO!ne of the materials such as roof-
tops, streots and drlvl)ways, it is very important that each data 
point in each data channel charact<Jrizo the same exact spot on the 
ground. 
A possible improvement in classification accuracies especially 
with materials of limited ground !l.l"ea could be obtained if thCl num-
ber of data po:ints for trajni.n:!, could be increased. This could be 
accomplished by eithor collectinrs the data at a lower altitude or 
increasing tho resoluti.Oll of the scanner. If the data were collected 
at a lower altitude, then ttlCl !lroa represented by a single data point 
could d"cr"aso. Thj." w()uld decrease the effective coverage of the 
SC,01mer but ,reuld ~l,;o incrc~"o tho rosolution of the data. It 
would be most advant:<goous to m'lCh"nic~lly jncr8ase tho resolution 
of the scanner throur,h inCl'Q,.lsed scanner technology and increaso the 
effective cover'l~e of the scanner. This would allow jmproved scan-
ner resolution for mol'O det.~ilod studies and increase the ground 
area over which data could bd collected, thus increasing tho economy 
of the scannEll' system. 
.~~.~,l:J s i~ 
Nuch morn 1dork {,lUst bo (lone Hi t:h }nul tispectr.:tl analysis of urban 
land USe before exact Pl'()(")cim"os and spoctral bands most u5eful to 
this typo of a"nly~is co.n b,) laade. flo~lovor, from this limitlJd study 
tho followlng concllls1.(Jl'Is eml bo dr,~,m. 
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(1) Co,nout"lr Maly.sis "1 ~lulti3pe,~tl':'l dat,~ has sho>:n to be 
accurate in characterizing end osti~ating a limited number of land 
use c~t,ego!'i0S in a sran.ll urh::tn scene when compared to conventional-
ly accepted methods such as photr)interpretation. 
(2) 'rhe use of the reflo.!tiva infrared channels was very 
valuable in difforentbtin[; tho mnn-made materials from naturally 
occurring materials. 
(3) More accurato data l·,)gi~tration would be recornrncndod 
for this typo of analysi3. 
(4) Bettor resolution of the scanner would bo dosirablo. 
~'urthor studlos using pres,mt state-of-the-.'l.rts multispectral 
sClmner and computer annlysis techniques ,should involve investigation 
into the following: 
(1) The roflective anl\ el~ i :,sivn portl})ns of ill" spo<~ truro 
in an effort to further clll.<l::;ifj lnn."rr.ado ml.ltorial:;. 
(2) A more complex lu'b"n :,."ne for the benefi.t of further 
testing of thfl multitJpoctl'al a['11"'ooch to urban information 
gathering. 
0) Studies into urb.~n_1Jl1burban rflll'ltionahips over time. 
GJ!AP'I'[<;[l 3 
SPgC'l'RAI.LY SEPAIlM1LTi 'fRAHIING CI,A.SS APPROACH TO 
LAND USE 11APPIllG 
Introduction 
Every year land u,;e chan"es occur on millions of acres in the 
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Uni ted States. The fOreatest portion of these changes occur when af~ri­
cultural and forest l.ands arc diverted to hOUDing, in<lnntry, hi r:11Wi1Ys , 
public buildingR, and ·park~. :L'he effects associated with thf~51.~ c~lIl.nves 
arc numerous and far reaching. 
To the present, most interpretation, monitoring, and Ir.md use 
evaluation has involved the utilization of aerial photo~rnphy. Because 
of its utili taria.n value as a baBe for most resource surv(!ys, ~1.erial 
photOGraphy will continue to be the basic tool available to the planner, 
but as the scope of planning acti vi tics continue to expand, new m8a.ns 0 r 
data coll.ection, handling and interpretation must become available. 
Computer analysis of multispectral scanner data is one such new technique. 
'fhis study is concerned with determininr( the r<bility of automatic 
eomputcr tcc1mi(tues in employing multifrpr:ctral 3Cnnnp.r datl\ to obtain 
land unc information. Emphasis is· placc,l on the sto.n(lardizo.tion of a 
proc.:.:du1.'C for the ana1.ysis of duta \';,lLh he.:; .. ·_ :lte l'epc~~LabiliLy of 
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claGnificn.tion results. fl'hrce ovcrfliEht dates of data are cln:;~.;i.fic;d 
and evo.luated in an effort to (1) determine the accuracy of the class i-
fication re,;uU:; as a predictor of l"nd use, (2) finrl a ,mita.ble lrmd 
use classifi"'lt.ion ~cheme for use 'Hi,th multispectral dllte. rmd (3) deter-
minc the best date or combination of da.tcs th,>,t will return the larlOest 
and most accurate land use information. 
Experimental '··\ethodolor;y 
Selection of FlIghtline for Analysis 
The data selected for this study was collC!cted duriny, the 1971 
Corn llliGht \<latch Experiment over the intensive study area located in 
western Indiana.. The intensive study area. ·..ras composed of thtrty north-
south oriented flightlines thlit cxten,lcd from the northwest to th" 
southwest portions of the 'ltate. I·:""h flir:htline "liS 1. G km. (1. 1nJ. 1,)) 
wide and ranged 12.7 to 19.2 km. (8 to 12 mile,,) in length. 
llecause multispectral scanner da.ta. were collected over each fli("ht-
line at two-'.,eek intervals (>"hen weather permitted) from the middle of 
I.lay to late September, it offered ideal coverage of a flightline for 
this study. 
The selection of a sui table flir,htline "as '"'Hie primarily on the 
basis of the diversity of land uses p:ce;lcnt. Flir)lcline 219 locr.l.ted in 
Gulli van County, Indiana, '''as :;electf~d becauJ';p. i t r('pre~ent0d fout" 
main land use categories: agri.culturn.l J forc~t, urbCln, and \-later. Otlv:r 
fnctors considered in its selection W(\S its l'cll";\t i ve closenes:3 to I.J\H~) 
raciliti.cs and the rC~lcarchcrln familiarIty with thi.s f]il~htline from 
prev!owl o.nalysis (lur'ing the (Corn Bli(~ht Watch Expeciment (n:J.uer, .1'1'{;'>; 
llhil.lip:..;, 19'(,,~; Sohnnn:5f!n and. Hnuer, 19'(2). 
)1 
PhysioPjrA.nhic ~lketch of Fli,r-:',"!1tltne 219. Flir;htlinc ::~l() i" locn.t~rl 
-~ 
in the northcast(,rn portion of Sullivan County (Fir,urc 7); H is 1.(i le:". 
(1 mile) "ide, approximately 16 km. (10 miles) lonr, a.nd is orient~d in 
a north-south direction. Sullivan County in located on thr! ·..,rest ~ t)()uth-
central portion of Indi ana and iG bounded by Vir,o County to the north, 
Greene and Clt\y Counties to the cast. r.nox County to the south flnd the 
\olabash River to the west. 
The topo("raphy of the north Md centl'al portions of the .flif':f1t1i.nc 
is level to gently undulating with some surface drainage i.nto ~>rw.ll 
ponds in the northern sector. The southern portion of the flightl.:i.ne is 
characterized by (jreater relief that contains several smflll wcst-Lo· _,,,-,,t 
. draininr, creeks. The flightline elevation range,; from 165 m"ter:> 
(550 feet) in the northern section to 138 meters (460 feet) in th., :;ouch. 
The underlying bedrock of the area is Pennsylvanian :J.!",:-C santI:-> tune 
and shale of the Covemaugh series. These units are underlain by !·;iGs-
issippian age sedimentaries in which extensive strip coal minc o!"Jr"tion 
has been active to the east of the flightline (3i.,berman, 19I f9). 
The soils present in the flir;htlinc were formeu. unrkr fore:_1t 
condi tions in Illinoian and lIisconsinan age loess undorla:l.n by 11'1.;'1101"n 
age glacial till. The two soil associations present in the r1ightlln~ 
are the somewhat poorly drained Reesville-Iva present in the northern 
third and the southern third of the fliGhtline and the rnod"r"tely ;!ell 
drained Cincinnati-Ava-Alford present in the middle thinl and so:o" of tl", 
southern portions of the flightline. Both soil association" hav(' ']c';pJ-: 
developed profiles thn;t are deeply leached, "cir!, !>"do. 1;;,,,:,. of .-



























Pigure 7. The locatt "rl of flightline 219 in 3ullivnn C01Jnty, Indi'ln:t. 
J2 
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Climate for the area. is midcontinenta.l Cht1rrlcteri2~d by wide 
ranl~es in tcmperatu:re from SlJJnW('!l' to winter. The menn dntly Jl'l<1z1r.1llm 
temperature in July is 8.8°1i' , and the avera~e minimum in ,In.nuary is 22°Y. 
!\veraee rainfall is 96.5 em. (38 inchen) ,nnually anli is well dlntributed 
throughout the year) but is sliBhtly heavier in the ::rpring and surnrnP.r 
than fall and winter (Sullivan County Soil Survey, 1971). 
The soils in the flightline arc used primarily for cropland, 
pasture, and woodland with cropland predominating. 'rhe poorly drained 
areas are usually in woodland-forest. rrhe maIn ar,ricul turnl crop:> are 
corn) soybeans) sma.ll ~rains, huy and pasture. 
Selection of Data Dates to 1)0 Analyzed 
Data. from three overflight rlates of flir,htline 219 ',rere eho,;"n 
from a possible eight flights made durin,,,; the summer of 1971. 'I'h" ci!,;ht 
sets of data "ere collector1 on Hay 21 and at two week intervals from 
Juno 27 through :38ptember 28 inclusive by the University of Hichir,an 
aircraft. Data for analysis wore selected on th"l basis of d,1.ta. qualit,j, 
channels of data av~,ilable for analysis, altitude, field conditions. 
availability of photographic data for overflight, and time of day data 
,lore col.lected. A summary of d,'<tl1 overfliv,ht information for the 501-
ected dates of analysis are found in Table 4. 
All dates were fi.rst eXllJninerl fDr 1mi.formity of data an,j eoll""tion 
procc(lure. 'fhi::; included GeleGtion 0(' t,llose dn.tes ",ith the ~)tllr1f:! number 
of channels of data. avnilrtble for n.na_l:"-.: is; tho:3c d~.t(~:; ',There the datn 
craft heading; nnrl those dates vTLth "the G'::l.mc d:J.tfl. prcprocC's:1in!~ (i .c. ) 
• 







S=mary by date of data information for Flightline 219 for tc.e three flights selected 
for analysis. 
Date Fla.m Run No. Data Tape No. 
5/21/71 71017100 502 
7/21/71 71039800 511 



















exo"linc,d for overall data quality and for the ave.ilflhi.J.i.ty of photo--
graphi.c cov"rur~c for that date. 1,'his included d"tes with cloud free 
data, and d:'.tcG ~!ith the same flightllnc coveraGe. r'inally, dn.tr::3 ',lere 
selected t1l, ,t pNv'ided the t>reatent ranw, in field condl tions for the 
land usc class(~s and were most evenly spaced over thf) summer data col-
lection period. The three dates selected and meeting the above cri terio. 
were: H3If 21, July 21 and September 15 (Hiss ions 38, 41 and 45, res-
pecti vely) • 
DeGcrintion of Flir:htline for the Three Dn.tfl Col]'!ction Dnt'!3 
___ .0...- _.. ---
Color infrared photosraphy (CIR) waS U59d jn Figures 8~,b and c for 
the flightline description because it 'FlS fclt tha.t it could supply more 
information than conventional blflck arl'! whi tc or color pho1;of,ranhy. 
Also it waG uned bec:l1.we complete fli[.~htlinc coverage Wrl.n availo.hlc for 
the dates needed, and its collection ,tates come clo,;cst to all the date,; 
of the actual scanner data collection than o.r:y other photogra.phic data 
available. Alt\-jour;h the J.ates of the CIR P,,')tography do not co:ln-
cide exactly · ... Lth the actual scanner dates J the photOGraphs 'r,l',)vide basic 
fliF,htline information at near flight conJ.i tions. 'ro interp""t em 
photography, one must remember that these materials appear near these 
colors on th') GIR: ve~etation, red; bare soils, r;recn; nnd water, blue to 
black. TheGe fi(Surcs are aummnrized as follOW's. 
~'I'':l.jFig,:E.'' 8a). Agricultural cropland is represented in the 
fli.!~htlin" for t.h:(" date as bare soil (plow"d) nnd l",lt year's crop 
re::jiduc (s0J111~LlIllC~; we0.dy); it ,i:: sef):n on the eln ,'\5 gr60n: \'linto-r 
wh'!o.t in the only Ill~ri.c\llturn.l ' 1,·01' tint is prc,,';nt in the !"ll,;htJ in" 
Figure 8. Color IR photographs of J"lightline 219 for the three 
data collection dates. (Scale 1:75,000) 
I~~cnd 
Date Roll Frame l1icsion 
Photograph }'lown Number ~lumber Number 
a 5/13/71 99Hl'710004 7907 165 
b 7/12/71 99RF7100!~5 8432 175 
c 9/21/71 99RF710097 103 180 
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<a) May <b) July (c) September 
Figure 8 . 
Yl 
to be ut the lush green stace (very brif~ht rcd on t.hf! eIll photf):j1",tph) a.nd 
appear very niMilar in color to wi.nter whef\t. rrre'c.'3 a.nd bllshe$ a.re also 
red but nre not completely leafed out; are"" aroUll,l the lCLke ".nd other 
low \let areas arc lined with vee;etat ion. The urban areas where trees a.re 
present are most clearly vis thle because tree" have not yet hidden many 
of the streets. sidmmlks. driveway!;. and roofs. !!i~h'day an'l r"ilroad 
right-of-WOlfS are lined with ver,etation nnd are clearly visihle. 
~uly (Fi~l1re 8b). All aericulttlral cropland hM been planted by 
this date. Corn fields are ltliformly red in the phot.ograph rmd 'We not 
yet tasseled. Soybea.n fields show early nrHl late planting dlltes: 
relatively young soybeans cIHl.racteri'led by very low ground cov<)r, and 
fields of older beans with heavy ground cover whi ch are very rli ffictll t 
to differentiate at this stale" from corn. Hinter wheat fields are 
either mature (brown color on em) ( . harvested. Some harv,,:;tcd wi~ter 
wheat fields have been apparently rc ,1,;I,.ntl~ri with .'1 short COVC'L~ crop Mri 
appear redish brown on the eIft phot». Irdi vidual i'oofs and <)',h~r hard 
surfaced materials are hard to see i.n the urban ;lrC$ wh~r"e t.tl'!1'C is 
now heavy tree cover. 
September (Fillur." 8c). /l.r>ri.0.1.,1·,'lro.l lru1d for this date is char-
acterized by mO~itly mature crops mill Il~gctn.ti on. Only n. fC'J corn and 
soybean fields have beEm ~.,·.;·vested. The anI:! fields still red on the 
photogrnph are late!:,1anted r.oybeans. pasture and hay. Tree veg,)t:ltion 
is still quite red espoei.J.l1y naar the ed~5es of the l.qke ~ :';car the 
cent",. of the photography are sev~rn.l clouds anel cloud sho.doll". ('I'h,,"e 
cloud::: n.nd shu.dow~:i nppear only on the photo{~raphJ {tnd n0t 'in the :;cnnnl~r 
do.ta. ) 
Collection of Grou.:ld Observations 
Black and white buse line nhotocraphy at a scale of l:::'O,OOn 'Na" 
collected along tho flight11ne in April, 1971 for use in the location and 
l»I1inr: of fields in the flightline. Ground conditions inforr.'!.n.tion ¥las 
then eollf!ctcd by Af3ricultural Gtablizations and Conservation Service 
personnel from f>ullivan County A.S.C.S. office on the erounJ for thl'J 
entire flichtline near the time of the flir:ht. 1'heoo de.tll included ".,'ld 
infonni'ltion conccrnin~ loc ,tion, size, ldentific:l~i.on (' cropland. 
pas turelond, forestlA.nd, ', .. !.lol:md (lan(j·,ot lOr,,;; ,. :It 1:1 
duction) and non-farm arc[\:; (urban, 'Jater are itS , tran:;: ·~:J.ti'Jn, ::In'. 
extraction). This infoTI!1ation 'fas made available on CU1:lputet printouts 
. and WD.S updated (for randomlY sel"cted corn fields) on a biweekly bu." i3 
during the period from June 15 to September 30. 1971. 
1ft eh alti tude (18,000 met" 1',; or 6n ,"')0 fcet) em photo"raohy 
(shown in 'Figures 8a, b, and c) flL'dn (Jr", ~~~tte:J i-Tithin t~{ro weeks of the 
scanner data. collection was also avniln.L 1.'_: for ~encra.l ~round observn.tion 
information. 'llhe~c photoeraphr., used in conj'llction with u. "VAfU:::Ci\!l ,11 f'j, 
film projection device that provided the vie'Her '"ith four l"',,,10 of film 
mae;nification (3.00X. 5.00X, 12.10X, and 28.l>ilX), were extremely v:tluflbl" 
in verification of field boundaries rt....'1d ground observation :inforrn:tl .. ion .'1nd 
in various other phases of the data analysis. 
Black and whi to photography collected at 5,000 feet was a'failable 
for most seannE'!' nic;hts used in the analysis. This photop;raphy nJ.lo"cd n 
field by field cross-check of the scrtllner <latrt for the prer;encc of clowb 
tuHl offered supplementary point d::t1~a information for the f~ra\U1d ob~crvation 
data. It \:~.(i c:'j.!)cci.::llly u:.1cfu.1 in (>'1.')] uatint~ t.he <.11 ffcrent CCD..n[v.~l" (l.n.\:''"1. 
fl.ights for data tJ.tlality during the selection of data to be used in the 
<..:.nuly~iG. 
l~O 
Selection of a Sui table Land Use Cl'1s;3i ficu.t ion Gchem~ 
Rer.1.otc multispectral scanner data rcln.tes the I)hysicB.l scene onl.'f 
a~ a function of the reflectance and emi ttancr~ properties of the sr;r:nl'!. 
'l'he da.ta rmd the LARS programs relr1.'tc in no WiJ.y to the spatial chnrr'.ctcr-
istics of the scene, in other words, to thf,! r;ize nnd shape of objp.r.ts, 
;1;'; do'~~; photor:ro.phy. Therefore, a land UGP. clCl..s:i L f:i. cat i.on sch(--:r:-:I.; could 
onl.:t be ba~led on 'land uses that have ~3pectralJJ llniqw: ch::lrn.ctcri~~tics f)J 
• 
virtue of A. particular v03etation cover' or mat~rial a:1BOcir:l.tcd with a 
l[llld use •. 
The land usc clo.~~)ification Sc1H~~·:l.e 'lias ;~'.:lcctcd for usc 'Ji th the 
collected multispectral scanner (lata. The selection of the scheme "'" 
accomplished by incorporatinG :JccttonG from the classification SChf!rn~S 
of the AssociaticJll of /l"lcricR.n Geor:;rn:ph(-~r;~ (.L,lt1 the Canad i..rm Lanll Tn'f(;ntory 
wi. th au(ii tional categories not ~~,'~;(;i .ficIJ.lly outlined hl ': 1. the!" of the four 
schemes reviewed (see Chp .. pter 1) p<J.ge~) 9 to 13 ). All.:.' :ld U:;e cnJ,,:(:orie:: 
Were s~lc:cted on the basi~3 of their rrcscnc~.:: 'llithin the fl.i(~htline, '['he! 
uetnil of the land use scheme 'i.j(l3 dC!tc:rmined ;).'{ the rc:-;ol\rinr~ :H)·,rr;r of the; 
scanner~ in other words, its abi.lity) to 1I:;ee ll thn.t c:ite{~ory on the r:round. 
lis previously determined (Chapter 1), the r'osolution of the scanner at 
1,600 meters (5,000 feet) is 5 metr.rs 1.>y 5 ):Jeters square. A mll.tcrial '.ith 
~n area ;,maller than 25 s0.uF.l.re mctern t'rtn.t falls ~,.{ithin n datn. point can-
'1 smnll road wouJd (tot contri.bute C!1ou~-·:h spectral informati.on i.') C~W.l·:lC-
tcrize a. ninr,le resolution element as !'road." It W.'l:-:; faunu that the 
Gtmldard Land U~H! COIling t·1anual and the NC'.of York ~~trJ.t('! :-;chc~(~s were n:.:iurtlly 
too rll~tn.i.led in their firnt and second di~i t levels to be compi.LLible '.lith 
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the collected data (see Appendix,Table B). Those categories that were 
not too det~iled ~ere also found in the two more general schemes, the 
Association of American Geoeraphers and the Canadian Land InventorJ (see 
Appendix, Table B). 
The final land use scheme then, refl:ects those cat.~gories of l'l.nd 
use, in theor"J, that can be "seen" in the data hased on the resolution 
of the apparatus. Table 5 shm:s the selected land use scheme with the 
associated land use code, the ground observation information and the 
materials (c~ponents) that wOl~d comprise the land use category. The 
derived land use scheme has four first-order catep,ories, nine second-
order cateeories t six third-order catego'l~ies and fout- fourth-oLder cate-
gories. Like the four schemes reviewcd, other second, third, fourth and 
fifth-order cateeories can be added to tile sche!:!e if needed. Point data, 
as in the lIew York State scheme, can also be implemented into the selected 
scheme. 
Analysis of Data Procedure 
The previously described "trainine; field" or "supervised" computer 
training procedure (see Chapter 2, pag'" 19) hag several limitations -"hen 
more than One set of cata are evaluated fo~- spectral information. 
, 
Standardizing the training procedure fl' om one set of data to another is 
difficult because the procedure is very subjective. The computer training 
phase continues untii the des.lrad classification re"ults have been ob-
tained, or the "best" classification of the data has been reached. The 
training phase of the analysis is usually the more laborious; therefore, 
the time aspect it! a second consideration. 




I. Resource ?roduction 
A. Agriculture 
1. crop production 
LAND USE CODE 
a. row crop ..•..•..• A 
b. small grain B 
2. forage production 
a. hay •..••••.•.•••. C 
b. pasture D 
B~ ~orest 
I 1. co~tinuous E 
2. discc:1tinuous ....... F 














-Past are land 
-"'orest (dense) 













-:--tostly uniform, sl,ort, 
f,~een veGetation 
-Non unifo:!.l1, short, 
~reen ve~etation 
-'~ostl:l' uniform tall, 
green ve~etation 
-~:O!1 u.'li fom:. mixed 
€~een ve~etation 
-Overbllrden 
-~>!:xe:i ~~een veget3.t i O~ 





SCHE!% LAND USE CODE 
II. ';Iater Resource 
A. Ponded and L~~e 
, 1. fresh water .••..... H 
2. waste treatment .•.. I 
B. Marshland .•••....•...• J 
III. Urban 
A. Urban core ••••.••.•.•• K 
B. Suburban ............. L 
IV. Transportation 
A. ~.;1otorinf, ••.••••••••••• 11 
B. Railroad ......•....... N 








-Hard surface material 
-Hard surface material 







-Mixed short and tall 
green ver,etation 
-Shallm, water areas 
-Roofs, streets, 
sidewalks, parking lots 
-Roofs, streets, 
sidewalks 
-Mixed short and tall 
Breen vegetation 
-Hard surface materials 
-!.lixed short and tall 
~reen vegetation 
-:4ixed short and tall 
green vegetation 
~ 
Anticipating these handicaps of the "supervised" computer training 
procedure, a more objective method of training wag selected. The concept 
of determining spectrally separable classen uithin a set of data '''as 
decided as the objective approach to be taken in evaluating the three 
sets of data. Ideally, if the maximum number of spectrally separable 
classes for a set of data could be determined, then the maximum amount of 
information could be obtained from a set of multispectral data. The LARS 
program $NSCLAS (,Tacker, 1969) was selected as the most sui table program 
to analyze a set of data for spectrally separable classes. 
The analysis of data procedure (Table 6) was identical to that 
described in the preliminary study (see Chapter 2, ~pav,e 19) with the 
exception of the substitution 6f a "non-supervised" classifier program, 
$NSCLAS, for the "supervised" selection of training fields. The $NSCLAS 
program essentially "provides the user with the capability of classifying 
a limi tell number of data points on a nonsupervised basis" (,Jacker and 
Landgrebe, 1971). It is nonsupervised in that the researcher is not in-
valved in the process of selection of computer training classes. The 
user must identify the classes after clustering is completed. 
To cluster (or classify) a set of data points, the user must first 
select the desired number of classes to be found in the data. The points 
from the specified area of data are read from Aircraft Data Storage Tapes 
into the computer for processing. After the desired nuniller of classes 
are found. in the data a map displaying the clustered area can be dis-
played on the line printer. Tables containing the means and variances of 
each class' as well as t~e pairwise separability values between all class 








'1'ut'le 6 . 
("Hh 
AnalJ'sis of data procedure. 












to land use categories 
Options 
HAX. CLASS = 35 
CONVEl'GENCg = 100% 
MIN. POIllTS = 2 
SEPARABILITY ~ 1.0 




All twelve data channels were used in the $USCLA.S nn.alysis in order 
to maximize the usc of all the available information collected. By 
knowinr; the program requirements for computer core (Hacker, 1969), using 
all t1,elve channels of data, t t was calculated that about 4,200 data 
points could be sampled from the flightline. Assuming that the fli[~htline 
is 180 columns wide I and 1000 lines in length, the sa~pling rate is equal 
to 2.5 percent. 
The program options used in the data analysis were selected for 
ease of data handlinr, and conservation of computer time. 1'.0 of the three 
options used were "Mt\.X. CLASS" equul to 35 C1A.fiSeS and "COHV" (convcr-
gence) e(tual to 100 percent. "1·lAX. CLASS" simply directs the proernm to 
rind 35 spectral classes (or clusv,rs) within the data. "COllY" is an 
option for the percent of data points that mu"t meet program rC'luir",,,,nts 
to be used in a class assignment ,.i thin the pror,ram. 1t Was felt that 
the extra information that may be gained by usin" the maximum numher of 
classes available in the program, which is 40 classes, with the same con-
vergence or less (100 percent or less) would not justify the increased 
computer time that would be re(l'lired. 
Because of a limitation in the LARS proeram $DIVERG it was required 
to reduce the number of cla!3seG to a maximum of 18 clas3es or less for 
classi fication. lHth the use of ·the clas~ separability information pro-
duccd by the $f!SC[,AS program a procedure was t:>stablished to rc'lucc the 
-_._--
The Ifi<lth of the flie;htline was reduced by ?() columns on 70ach side 
because of errors th.::tt may be encountered c1W3 to Gcanner "lOOk u.n~lc" 
c l't'ect (rr[.J:U.~u;.!.:{, l~"f/)c). 
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1 t 18] B "·';~CLAc' th t ini tial 35 c asses a or .ess. 8C:J.UGe '_,l~.d ~ u n:l~j . e endency to 
"find" the desired number of data clusters (Classes) in the data which 
are most easily separated, it was deemed desirable to allml the proGram 
to first find the maximum number of classes in the da.ta then rcduce these 
classes to 18 or less mrulUally by using a fix"d separability. 
Procedure for Recombining Clustered Classes 
Using the ordered list of class separability information from 
$NSCLAS, two classes were combined if their separability value was less 
than 1.0. The separability value of 1.0 was used because it related a 
ratio of unity for the distance between a pair of cluster (class) centers 
and the sum of their cluster spread or variance. In theory, when the 
ratio of the distance between the class centers, D (Fi.Gure 9), to the 
sum of the class variances, r + r', is equal to 1.0, the outer limits of 
the two cluster classes are touching. For separability valucs between a 
pair of classes of less than 1. 0 the classes uere termed spcctrally 
inseparable and "rouped; for those pairs of classes with separability 
values greater than 1.0 the classes were termed spectrally separable and 
not grouped. 
The regrouping procedure for the $nSCI,AS derived classes started 
wi th the pll.i.r of classes with the 1m/est separ".bili ty value from the 
ordered separability list and stopped Ifi th that p'~ir of classes Ifi th a 
separability value of 1.0. A pair of cla.uses were not grollped together 
until all ·member (linked) classes "ere linked to each other. Figure 10 
Shows a simpli fied regrouping procedure for only six cl:o.sses rccluced to 
three. Classes A, B, C and E) F were grouped because E-):::tch member clnss 



















Response in Channel X 
" 
F'igurc .9. Plot of two classes in tvlO channels repres(::ntlnr~ a 
separability value of 1.0. 
Re-grouped 
CI(osses \ //(j)) 
~'l/ /;<\ 
3 / 0.90 / 










!;\i.t~Ur'G 10. n(~-!~l'(\l.lping pr()(~c~dure ff)r' l·(;d1.H:ill'~ 3:L< cla!;l!:::8D to tlLrc(~. 
(ntunll(~ I'U repren (~Jl L !J C p:).rahi.l i I,y '/ ::..lw.:::; bl~ tvJC:r:n c 1:·,[; :~(;:1 ) 
becr:V1SP. !\ot all mer'1oer clas~es t<leTe linked; for the same reason class D 
cannot be grouped wi th A, !l, C. 
This procedure was applied to each of the three dates of data. 
'ffie 35 :;NGCLAS generated classes for the l,ln.y. July and September data 
dates were reduced by the above outlined procedure to 12, 16, and 12 
clasees, respectively. The mere fact that the May and September data 
reduced to a fewer nwnber of classes thnn did the May indicated that 
the May and Septelllbor data eontained fewer spectrally separable classes 
than dld the July data. This was expected because the Hay data were 
charactorized by mostly bnre soil, some green vegetation and water, 
and the Septembor by mostly mature or harvested crops and water: how-
ever, the July data refleetod many complicated green vegetation 
differences, bnre soils, and llater. 
7he third option used. MIn. POINTS, equal to 2, provided" means 
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by ,.,hie!! the coordinates (line Il.'ld column number) of two or more data 
points that belonged to the sane :;USCLAS class were saved on computer 
punch cards for input into t'1C next computer pro"ram in the analysis, 
:$STAT. The HUT. POINTS option of 2 or more data points was used for 
selection of every data point because of the high variances usually 
associated T,.,i th clas::cs cO:r'.posed of single data points. 'Errors in data 
overlay (registrntion) n!'-," lltek of nurity of sinr;le data -points explained 
most of the high vari·:'..nces4 
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Rcsultn and Discussion 
Interpretation of classification results is accomplished by 
randomly selecting representative test areas of different land uses from 
the multispectral data obtained for each flightline date. From these 
test areas the total number of land use sam~le points in each different 
spectrally separable computer class were tabulated. This tabulation for 
each flightline date yielded the percent corrcct recognition of a land 
use category by different spectrally separable computer classes (Appendix, 
Tables Bl, B2, and B3). 
'The assignment ol a land use category to a spectrally separable 
computer class is made by selecting the computer class or classes with 
the h.: .;'lest percentage of samples identi fied with that land use category. 
In som~ cases, a land use category was not associated with any specific 
computer class and therefore, could not be differentiated for that flight 
date. Conversely, several spectrally separable computer classes often 
mapped the same land use category. In this instance the computer classes 
were grouped and their results summarized for the sl'ecific land USe cate-
gory. A summary of the grouped 3pectrally separable classes for the 
assigned land use categroies for their flight dates is found in Table 7. 
Only one land use category was aSSigned to a spcctrlllly separable 
computer class because only one alphanumeric display symbol can be used 
to display each computer class. This syrr.bol was assi.Gned to each computer 
class to 'graphically represent its distribution on a computer printout 
display for each classified flie;htline date (Fie;urcs 11a, b, "and c). For 
grouped computer classes (Le., computer classes that are assigned to the 
Sarne land use categor,v) the same syrabol is '-I.f;si/J,c"Q to ci',l:h computer class 
within the group. 
'rable 7. Summary of land use category assignments to :!:lISCLAS derived 
s pe ct ra:11y separable computer classes. 
Land 
Use 
Land Use Code Spectral classes 1 
Hay July Sept. 
I. Resource Production 
A. Agricultural 
l. crOll production 
a. row crop A 1,2,3,4 6,11 3,7 
b. small grain . B 7 2, 3 1,4 
2. forage production 
a. hay . . C 9 7 5,6 
b. pasture D 10 12 
B. Forest 
l. continuous E 11 9,13 10,11 
2. discontinuous .' F . 14 
C. Extraction G 1" T* T 
II. Water Hesource 
A. Ponded and Lake 
l. fresh water H 8 16 
2. ',Taste treatment I 12 15 12 
13. ~'Iarshland . . . . J 8,10 8, 9 
III. Urban 
A. Urban Core K 5,6,T 1 2 
13. Suburban L. 5 
1 Numbers r~present the unique spectrally separable classes for each 
flight date. 




Figure 11. Computer land use classification displays and actual land use categories present. 
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By computing the percentar.;e of each land use cate(:ory that is 
associated with each computer class or grouped computer c],asses, an in-
dication of the recor.;nition of each land use class is obtained (Tables 
8a, 8b, and Bc). Lalld use categories that are not recognized by any 
computer class appear as columns of dashes. Ideally a well-mapped land 
use category is characterized by none to very few low percentages of 
"other" land use categories appearing in the same coltnnn. An example of 
a well-mapped land use category is land use "I" (waste treatment) in the 
May and July data flights (Tables Ba , and Bb, respectively). Although 
the accuracy of land use category "I" for the July flight is much better 
than that of the M3¥ (97% VB. 59%), both dates show that no other land 
use categories are confused with the recognition of land use "I". 
The accuracy of the spectrally separable computer classes in re-
cognizing a land use category is calculated by totaling the percentages 
of each assigned land use category in each computer class for each flight 
date. This information plus the average recognition accuracy by .land use 
category and by flight date is summarized in Table 9; a s=ary of the 
"best" computer recognition results by land use category considering all 
three flif~t dates is shown in Tablc 10. 
Classification Results by Land Use Category 
Agriculture: crop production: "row croo" (Code A). The crops corn 
and soybeans represent the land use category "row crop." It is mapped 
best in .the May flight (Figure lla) at an accuracy of 99 percent. This 
accuracy can be attributed to the fact that all the land representing 
this category is predominantly bare soil for this date. Kristof and 














Table 8. Percent recognition of land use categories with multispectral techniques. 1 
(a) I-lay 
Computer Happed Land Use Categories 
AI Bt C' D' E' F' G' Ht I' JI K' L' 
1-, 199 -- --
B \26'23 16 13 15 
"-C 9' 38 -- 53 
"-D -- 9 30 39 13 
"-E -- -- 1 4 95 
F 1-- 3 





1 26 23 
27 73 --
K 114 14 1 







4 -- -- 18 --
40 59 -- 1 
" 5 95 
" , 
4 -- -- 68 
" 2 -- -- 21 --
(b) July 
Computer Happed Land Use Categories 
A' B' C' n' E' F' G' H' I' J' K' L' 
A 125,15 10 2 32 
~ B I 5 60 32 -- -- 1 
-M , 
1) c -- -- 99 
CD " ~ D I 6 15 15 11 7 4 15 
.1ii . "-
u E 2 -- -- -- 56 41 -~ 
1 --
Cl "-10 90 --
"-77 6 
:!3 F 
'd G 8 § 
,., H 
.-j 
~ I 2 













~ J 4 27 
36 
4 
8 -- 60 
K 24 
L 5 22 21 4 4 3 
" 40 
12 15" 9 
1 See Table 7 for definition of land use categories. 
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Table 8. cont. 
(c) Sc:ptember 
Computer Happed Land Use Categories 
AI B' C' D' E' F' G' H' It Sf K' L' 
A 49 3 13 -- -- -- -- -- -- 27 8 --
" " CJ B 17 62 7 -- 3 -- -- -- -- 3 7 or< 
" 
... 
0 C -- -- 73 -- -- -- -- -- -- 26 
bD 
" " 4 -- -- -- -- 12 14 "l;j D 21 4 48 --
u 




;:l F 1 -- -- -- 87 -- -- -- -- 11 
]oG "-
-- -- 3 -- -- -- 94 -- -- 3 --




« J 7 -- -- -- 18 -- -- -- -- 75 
K 10 49 5 -- " 2 -- 12 2 25 
8 28 -- 14 -- "-L 20 4 -- -- 12 14 --
~ 
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Ta.ble 9. Summnry of percent rccognition of computer classification 
results. 
Land Use Land Use 
Category Code May July Sept. 
Row crop A 99 25 49 
Small grain B 23 60 62 
H"" C 38 99 73 
Pasture D 39 11 
Forest, continuous E 95 56 94 
Forest, dis continuous F 90 
r~xtraction G 77 94 
Fresh wa.ter H 40 24 
Waste water I 95 97 100 
Hurshland J 60 75 
Urban core K 68 40 25 
Subu~bun L 9 
Average for 1.lapped Cate80ries 62% 71% 
Overall Average 54% 47% 
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Table 10. Best overall computer classification res lIlts using all dates. 
Land Use Land Use Percent 
Category Code ~ Accuracy 
Row crop A May 99% 
Small grai!1 B Sept. 62% 
IIay C July 99% 
Pasture D :.l~ 39% 
Forest, continuous E 11ay 95% 
Forest, discontinuous F ,July 90% 
Extraction G Sept. 94% 
Fresh water H May 40% 
l;aste water I Sept. 100% 
I,larshland J Sept. 75% 
Urban core K Hay 68% 
Suburban L July 9% 
Overall Average 72% 
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Zachary (1971) have shown that co,"puter analysis techniques using multi-
spectral da~a have mapp~d bare soil from oth~r surface cOVers. Row crops 
are the only land use which ar~ found as bare soil at this time of year 
in Indiana. 
For the other two dates row crops were not classified very well. 
The prime rcauon appears to be that this land use category is not char-
acterized by crop types which are clearly distinct from other categories 
(Tables 8b and 8c). The literature reported that remote sensing 
techniques can distinguish well between these crop types (Chapter 1, 
page 5). These results wore arrived at through thorough computer 
training on specific crops. ,The techniques utilized in this study 
did not a1.10'1 such precise computer training. As this procedure is 
refined, higher recognition accuracies between crop types would be 
expected. 
jI,o;ri cul tur~: crot) production: "small grain" (Code B). 'l'his land 
use category is represented by ten fields of the cover type, winter wheat. 
Tele best results (60 and 62 percent for July and September, respeeti vely) 
are obtained when the crop is harvested an'} the fields are in stubble. 
The July photography (Figure 8b) sho.:,; indications that some of the "inter 
wheat fields have been rel,Ianted wi til a CO'rer crop ·.hich is still green 
in September (Figure 8c). ;\Dparently the ,nixture of stubble and light 
cover crop for the JuJ.y data and the abundance of a green cover crop in 
the September da.ta improve the mappable characteristics of this cJ.ass for 
tllCse elates. 'rhis information helps to explain that wheat 1:5 confused 
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, f h d t "h ". J 1 d " " . ,,,i th one ocher cater,or'.r or eac a e: ay l.n u y an row crop ln 
Septe'llber (Tables 8b and 8c, 32 and 17 percent, rer,pective1y). 
The poorest identification accuracy for this class (23 percent) 
was obtained from the May data. The greatest confusion associated 
with the class was "rml crop" (26 percent). This confusion is probably 
explained by several areas of Iml ground cover in many of the wheat fields 
for this date, and these areas are mapped "bare soil" as is the category 
"row crop" for this date. These is also some confusion ·"Hh other cate-
gories which are associated with other lush, green cover materials, in 
particular, the categories "hay" and "pasture." ftnother possible ex-
planation to this confusion is that the ten small wheat fields did not 
contribute enough training samples to adequately train the computer. For 
most of the other categories much larger fields were available for train-
ing. 
Agriculture: forage production: "hay" (Code C). Land use category 
"hay" is mapped best (99 percent, Table 8b) in July and next best (73 per-
cent, Table 8c) in September. The July classification is mapped well and 
not confused with any other land use cate~ory, but the September data are 
confused (26 percent) with the category "marshland." In reviewing the 
photography (Figure 8c) much of the short, green marshland vegetation 
appears to resemble many hay fields. The May data yields the poorest 
accuracy (38 percent) because of 'much confusion (53 percent) with the 
dense forest class: "forest, continuous." Two possible explanations for 
this confusion are that both categories are quite green at this date and 
the possibility that the tree cover is not dense enough such that the . 
grass around the trees is seen. 
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t,c:ricult.ure: fora!,;e "roduction: "Ntsture" (Code D). Land use cate-
gory "pasture" is not mapped very well for any date. It is mapped only 
for the two dates I'lay 'and July with accuracies of 39 and 11 percent, 
respecti. vely. In the I~ay data "pasture" is confused with the classes 
"hay" and "forest, continuous," 30 and 13 percent, respectively. The 
July data shmf that the same confusion exists but to a much greater 
degree; the categor.r "pasture" is related to eight other categories 
(Table 8b). 
AlthOugh this land use category is not assigned to any spectral 
classes in the September data, it is still possible to observe the other 
cate~ories in which it is misclassified. The largest amount of this mis-
classification occurs in ,the categories "hayIJ and "rm-r crop." From the 
photography for this date (Figure.8e) it is seen that ground conditions 
for pasture are very similar to some fields of corn and soybeans (class 
"row crop") and hay. 
Forest: "continuous" and "discontinuous" (Codes E and F). The land 
use categor.r "forest, continuous ," which is composed of heavily forested 
land, is mapped best in May and September at 95 and 94 percent accuracy, 
respectively (Tables 8b and 8c). The classification on both dates is not 
confused greatly with any other catec;ories. The July data map this cate-
gory "i th considerably less accuracy (56 perc~nt) because lfl percent of 
this category is mapped in the less densely forested class, "forest, 
discontinuous. 11 
'l"ne category "forest, discontinuous" is mapped in July with an 
".ccuracy of 90 percent "ith only 10 percent assigned to the cl'tegory 
"forest, continuous." For the dates May and September (Tables 8a and 8c) 
... 
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when thi3 class is not mapped, the majority of its points are mapped into 
"f t t' " the category ores, con lnUous, 
"Extraction"(Code G). The c~tegory "extraction" is composed of two 
small areas, totaling about 0.3 km. 2, located in the center portion of the 
flightline. The class is characterized by spoil, swampwater areas, and 
low shrub and forested areas. It is mapped best in September at 94 per-
cent accuracy. Little confusion from· other categories is associated with 
this category for this date; it is displayed as "blanks" in the computer 
printout (Figure llc). A small percentage of other materials are also 
displayed as blanks on the computer display. These data points represented 
r.J.aterials from several ca.tegories such as "urban core IT and "extra.ction" 
that were not recognized by the computer during classification. These 
data points are referred to as "thresholded" points and are represented by 
tlie letter "T" in Table 7. 
The July data show the second best results of 77 percent for this 
category, and errors showed confusion with the categories "fresh water ," 
"small grain" and "urban core" (Table 8b). Considering the overlapping of 
materials included in these categories, it is reasonable to expect con-
fusion from these categories. 
For the May cluta this land use category is not mapped well enough to 
be assiGned to a computer class. It is confused with several categories 
such as water, bare soils, green vegetation and hard surfaced materials. 
Spring rains have raised the water level in the areas of "extraction," anli 
and cor.lputer has mapped them accurately as "water" (Figure lla) • 
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d d d 1 I "f h t " d" 'Hat.er :Resource: pon e an .a ~c: res wa er an waste treatment 
(Codes H and I). The categoI"'J "fresh water" is consistently shown to be 
poorly mapped or not mapped at al.l, whereas the class "waste treatment" 
is consistently mapped well. Studying Tables Sa, Sb, and Sc, it is seen 
that there is a close relationship between these t;ro categories. For 
each of the three dates where the major percentage of "waste treatment" 
is mapped there is an associated high percentage of "fresh water" also 
mapped: thy, 100 and 99 percent; July, 9S and 71 percent, and September, 
100 and 99 percent. From these rcsuJts it is suggested that the two 
categories should be grouped together for these sets of data. In the 
selected computer classification displays (Figures lla, b and c). these 
categories are grouped. 
\\Tater Resource: "marshland" (Code J). l·larshland is characterized 
by short and tall r,rasses, some trees and some vater covered areas. 'This 
category is only mapp"d in two dates (July and September) ;rith 60 and 75 
percent accuracies, respectively. The July data are most associated with 
the category "extraction" (27 percent) and the Sentember are most asso-
ciated wi. th the categoI","forest, continuous" (18 percent) and to a lesser 
extent with the cateeory "pasture" (7 percent). One would expect this 
confusion due to the overlapping of materials with other categories simi-
lar to the land use category "extraction." 
Urban: "urban core" (Code K). "Urban core" is characteri zed by man-
made hard surface materials and an almost complete l~ck of green, natural 
materials. This class is mapped for all three dates. This category for 
the Hay data, mapped with an accuracy of 6S'percent, is confused most with 
"J."OW crop" and "small grain", those categol"ics identified largely because 
of the r"eflectance of bare soil. For July this category is mapped with 
an accuracy of 40 percent and is confused with two categories that have 
some areas of bare sailor highly reflective surfaces such as "extraction" 
and "small grain." "Urban core" for September is mapped with only 25 per-
cent accuracy. ~Iost of the confusion (49 percent) comes from the cate-
gory "small grain" with .u roy crop~" "hay" and "extraction" categories 
accounting for the remainder 
Urban: "non core" (Code L). The land Use category (urban) "non 
core" is mapped only in the July data and there with a poor accuracy of 
9 percent. For this date this category is confused with nine other 
classes that relate to every land use category except "fresh water" and 
"waste water." Similar confusion is also found in the other two dates. 
The reason for this is that an urban scene is a very complex area to char-
acterize; its range in materials may include all types of natural 
and man-madc materials. This explains why this category is associated 
with so many different categories. 
Transnortation: "motoring" and "railroad" (Cosl.es 14 and'!). The 
table of res~lts (Table 9) show that no test results are displayed for 
these two categories. TIle physical area of materials representing these 
categories is too small to be purely characteriied in either computer 
training or test samples. The actual area covered by materials associated 
wi th "4>ese categories is one reason why these categories could not be 
mapped; the other is a problem in the registration of data channels. The 
overlay of data points in each data channel (data registration) is usually 
'"ithin ± 2 data points. In other words) the location of a data point in 
a particular channel of data would be aligned within ± 2 data points in 
"' 
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another 'channel of data. Because of the small sized areas of these cate-
and the errors associated with data registration, it is very dif-gories 
ficult to obtain pure samples for computer training and testing. As is 
Suggested in the preliminary study conclusions (Chapter 2, page 27), 
collection o~ data from a lower altitude or an improvement in scanner 
resolution '"ou1d have to come about before good results could be obtained 
for these land use categories. 
Results of Best Classification for Combined Dates 
Using the best classification results for each land use category, 
an accuracy of 72 percent for all land use categories was obtained 
(Table 10). No combining or grouping of categories were used to arrive 
at these results. Had computer classes been grouped to map combined 
land use categories, the accuracy would have been higher. 
An alternative to using only the best single classification result 
for each land use category would be to use a temporal data overlay 
procedure. This procedure would produce data such that each data point 
is overlayed by the corresponding data point from each successive date 
of collected ,data. 'l'he concept behind such a procedure is that the 
information contributed by each successive data.point over time is 
additive. Analysis of the "layered" data could then possibly yield 
better results than using any single set of data. 
Evaluation of the Selected Classification Scheme 
A minimum level of accuracy in the interpretation of the data of 
about 85 or 90 percent or better is suggested by Anderson (1971b). This 
',ms suggested becau~'c results such as these would be nearly comparable 
with the level of accuracy attained by the Bureau of the Census of 
Agriculture. Although, for any date analyzed, the overall accuracy did 
not reach 85 or 90 percent; the 54 percent accuracy for July (Table 9) 
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is impressive considering the fact that these results were arrived at by 
automatic methods. 
It is felt that the lack of spectrally separable computer classes 
contributed in two ways to the loss in accuracy of the land use 
classification scheme. First, it left four land use categories 
unassig~ed for both May and September data. The classification 
accuracy of the mapped categories for these dates (Table 9), are 62 and 
71 percent, respectively, but when the overall accuracies are 
calculated for these dates, the accuracies dropped to 41 and 47 percent, 
respectively (Table 9). lIad more spectrally separable classes been 
foUnd in the data for these dates, the four unmapped land use categories 
for each date probably would have been mapped. Secondly, it crowded 
some land use categories together and caused confusion and decreased 
classification accuracies. Increasing the number of computer classes 
would essentially increase the possibility of land use categories 
falling into single computer classes. 
Evaluation of the Spectrally Sepal'able Training Class Approach 
To a Land Use Classification System 
The overall desiGn of this land use classification approach is 
centered around the concept that spectrally separable computer classes 
are detennined for a set of data. 'l'hese classes are then interpreted 
and used to identify and map those land use categories which they 
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represent in the multispectral data. Two problems seemed to prevent this 
system from operating more effectively. ~ne first problem was the 
physical overlapping of componets within land use categories. The 
second, which may be in part a function of the first problem, was the 
apparent inability for $NgeLAS program to identify spectrally separable 
computer classes that could uniquely characterize single land use 
categories. 
Physical overlapping of land use categories seemed to be from the 
fact that components within some land use categories did overlap 
within a land use scene. For exarr:plc ~ the categories "forest land" 
(trees) and "pasture land" (grass) are both found within the category 
"urban". Little can be done to correct misclassification wi thin these 
categories. One possible solution is to revise the classification scheme 
to eliminate the category overlapping, but this would tend to decrease 
the detail of the present classification scheme. Another possible 
improvement in differentiating between categories would be to introduce 
spatial data with the spectral data. The techniques that are presently 
used for this type of analysis are relatively new and for the most part, 
are still in developmental stages. 
'The second problem involvecl land use categ"ories such as "row crop" 
and "small grain" or "forest" and "hay", that (during the gl"owing 
season) should be spectrally separable from each other. Ideally, cach 
spectrally separable computer class ($NSCLAS selected classes) should 
charactc"rize only one land use category; in very few cases is it found 
that a land use category is identified "purely." In other \fords, no 
other catego!'"; sho,lld be found in a column 01: rmr for a particular land 
use category (Tables 8a, 8b, and 8c). Each of these three tables should 
have a diagonal of highly correct identification percentages for each 
"identified" land use category; it would be said then, that each land 
use category was mapped "purely." In the July and September data 
(Tables 8b and 8c), this is not the case. The overlapping or 
con~usion between these categories seems to relate to the problem of 
the program $NSCLAS not being able to determine spectrally separable 
computer classes that adequately characterize individual land use 
categories in the data. A closer look at the July data provides an 
insight into some possible improvements in the procedure for analyzing 
the data. 
The July ~ata indicate an advantage for determining a larger 
nl~ber of spectrally separable classes in the data. In July (Table 7) 
all land use categories are assigned to at least one or more spectrally 
separable computer class. For each of the other dates, May and 
September (Table 7) four land use categories are unassigned. The increase 
of four computer classes in the Ju.ly data does indicate an increase in 
the amount of spectrally separable information for that date. The 
question is raised, however, as to whether the increase in the number 
of mapable land use categories is attributable ·to the greater number of 
computer classes or to the increase in spectral information or both. To 
answer this question with the data collected from this study would be 
difficult, but one can speculate as to the effect of increasing the 
number o.f computer classes. Increasing the munber of computer classes 
would spread the related land use categories among more computer classes. 
Another possible means for increasing the separability between 
land use categories (and thereby increasing classification accuracy) 
would be to increase the sampling rate of the flightline. The sampling 
rate used for this study (2.5 percent of the data present in the 
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flight line ) was determined by $nSCLAS program limitations, (page 46). It 
is quite possible that this rate did not allow adequate sampling of 
small and heterogenous land use areas. This, in fact, partly explains 
the reason why the land use categories within "'fransportation" could not 
be mapped (pages 64 and 65). 
In summary, effects of some of the problems associated with the 
spectrally separable computer plass approach to land use mapping can be 
possibly minimized in the following ways: 
1. increase the number of spectrally separable classes from 
$llSCLAS. 
2. increase the sampling rate of the flightline. 
3. revise the classification scheme. 
4., include spatial data with the spectral data in land use 
analysis procedure. 
A Proposed Land Use Classification System 
As already mentioned, the results seem to indicate confusion in the 
classification system from two areas: one, the program $nSCLAS and, two, 
the classification scheme itself. Two changes have already been proposed: 
to increase the number of spectrally separable classes from $HSCLAS and 
increasing the sampling rate of the tlightline data. A second change 
will involve the rearrangeing of the analysis procedure and of the 
classification scheme. The change in the analysis procedure is discussed 
t'irnt. 
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The confusion between cate;o;orie3 wi thin the selected cla.1sification 
scheme has been shown to bc caused by the overlapping of materials or 
even complete land use categories. It is suggested that the step in the 
analysis procedure where land use categories are assigned to spectrally 
separable computer classes (Table 6) be altered to assign "basic land 
characteristic materials" to the spectrally separable computer classes. 
1'he idea behind this change is that one or more "basic materials ," such 
as grass, trees, bare soil, water, hard surface materials, and etc., are 
present in varying percentages in the make-up of any land .use scene. 
The object is to spectrally.characterize these classes of materials by 
assigning them to the $IISCLAS determined classes. Once this step is 
accomplished a new classification scheme must be derived. 
The results seem to point toward a "ratio" approach for automatic 
land use classification. !'!any of the land use categories are not "purely" 
mapped by their assigned spectrally separable computer class, but are 
often mapped by percentages of many land use categories. 
By assu.'1ling that each land use category can be characterized by a 
particular ratio of "basic material" classes (grass, trees, bare soil, 
etc.), a program could be written to classifY a set of data, grid cell 
by grid cell,l into appropriate land use categories of similar ratios of 
"basic materials." To classifY, the program would tabulate the pe.rcen-
and ratios of the "basic materials" present in each grid cell and match 
that cell with the land use category that would have the closcst ratio 
1 A grid cell would sir.'ply be a single unit within a set of gridded data 
that would be a given number of data columns "ide and a nwnber lines 




of "basic material." For instance, the land use category "urban" may 
be characterized by ranges in ratios of materials of 40 to 90 percent 
"h,:1rd surface" materials, 0 to 30 percent "trees" and 0 to 30 percent 
"grass." Should the calculated ratios of these materials for a parti-
cular grid cell fall within the designated range of the above given land 
use category "urban," then that grid cell would be classified in the 
land use category, "urban." The designated ranges of materials for a 
given land use category would vary with the time of year. For example, 
land use category "agriculture" could vary from ratios of "bare soil" 
"grass" and "trees" in the ~pring to no ubare soil" materials and ratios 
of specific "crops" If "grass" and "trees It for the swnmer. 
The flexibility of such a system as this is a unique attribute; 
Althoueh the analysis procedure of the proposed system is patterned after 
a land use classification study, it is applicable to a wide selection of 
users. 1~e interpretation of the $NSCIAS spectrally separable classes by 
the user (Stage 3, 7able 11) for the basic information in which he is 
interested is what determines the use of the data. 
This system ',-,ould allow preanalyzed data (Stage 1, Table 11) to be 
available and usable to a large cross-section of users. The user would 
complete stages 3 and 5 (Table 11) for his own specific use. This system 
could save valuable computer processing and analysis time presently needed 
for multispectral data analysis.-
n 
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Table 11. Analysis steps in the proposed new land classification system. 
STAGE DESCRIPTION 
1. Collection of l·!ultispeetral Scanner Data 
2. ~';NSCLAS Processing - to determine spectrally separable 
classes 1-1i thin data. 
3. tmcLAS Internretation - assignment of computer cl"sses 
to r~present lIbasic" scene materials. 
4. Classification of Data - based on spectrally separable 
classes as computer training fields. 
5. Specific User Progr~ - (Land Use Analysis Program) it 
will ratio the identified "basic" scene materials 
in a data cell and assign it to the closest land 
use eategorJ of the same ratio. 
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Conclusions 
Although much "ork is yet to be completed before a completely auto-
mated land use classification system can hope to be operational, the 
performance of this first attempted land use classification system uti-
lizing only multispectral scanner data to characterize land use categories 
has produced these conclusions: 
(1) Thc results indicated some limited ability for automatic 
computer analysis of remotely sensed scanner data to characterize 
broad land uses within an agricultural scene. 
(2) The results indicated a need for a change in the data 
analysis procedure and land use classification scheme. 
Further study is suggested in the following areas of multispectral 
scanner data analysis: 
(1) Proceed with the development of a "ratio technique" for 
lo.nd use classi fication. 
(2) Further the development of the "unsupervised, spectrally 
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Table A • A COMPARISON OF SELECTED LAND USE CLASSIFICATION SCHEMES 
(after ·the Conference on Land Use Information and Classifi-
ca tion, 1971). 
Scheme from Study by Association 
of American Geographers 
I. Resource Production and Extrac-
tion 
A. Agricultural 
1. Crop production (cropland) 
2. Fruit (orchards, groves, 
and vineyards) 
B. Grazing 
1. Rangeland grazing (range-
land) 







II. Transportation, Communication, 
and Utilities 
A. Transportation 
1. Motoring (highways, parking, 
terminals, etc.) 
2. Railroading (rights-of-way, 
yards, terminals, etc.) 
3. Flying (airports) 
4. Shipping (inland waterways 
and marine docks and related 
facilities) 
B. Communications 
1 .. Telephone lines and facilities 
2. Telegraph lines and facilities 
3. Radio stations and facilities 
4. Television stations and 
facilities 
Canada Land Inventory 
I. Urban 
1. Built-up area 
2. Mines, quarries, s3nd and 
gravel pits 
3. Outdoor recreation 
II. Agricultural Lands 
1. Horticultural, poultry, and 
fur operations 
2. Orchards and vineyards 
3. Cropland 
4. Improved pasture and forage 
crops 
5. Rough grazing and rangeland 
a. Areas of natural grass-
lands, sedges, herba-
ceous plants, and aban-
doned farmland whether 
used for grazing or not 
b. Woodland grazing 
III. Woodland 
1. Productive woodland 
2. Non-productive woodland 
IV. Wetland (swamp, marsh or bog) 
V. Unproductive Land (land which 
does not, and will not, sup-
port vegetation) 
1. Sand 
2. Rock and other unvegetated 
surfaces 
VI. Water 
Table A (cont.) 
C. Utilities 
1. Elec tric . 
2. Gas 
3. Water (including irrigation) 
4. Sewage disposal 
5. Solid waste disposal 
Urban Activities 
A. Urbanized livelihood areas 
(urbanized ~reas defined by the 






B. Other urban livelihood (places 
of more than 2,500 population but 













V. Recreational Activities (other than 
those in urban areas and towns) 
A. Mountain oriented 
B. Wa·ter oriented 
C. Desert oriented 
D. Forest oriented 
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Table A (cont.) 
E. Other (including combinations 
of above) 
VI. Low-Activity Areas 
A. Marshland oriented 
B. Tundra oriented 
C. Barren land oriented (including 
lava flows" dunes, salt flats, 








Table A (cont.) 
standard Land Use Coding Manual 
(One- and Two-Digit Levels Only) 
1. Residential 
11. Household units 
12. Group quarters 
13. Residential hotels 
14. Mobile home parks or courts 
15. Transient.lodgings 
19. OthI1 residential, NEC-
2. Manufacturing 
3. 
21. Food and kindred products 
. manufacturing 
22. Textile mill products -
manufacturing 
23. Apparel and other finished 
products made from fabrics, 
leather, and similar materials -
manufacturing 
24. Lumber and wood products 
(except furniture) - manufacturing 
25. Furniture and fixtures -
manufacturing 
26. Paper and allied products -
manufacturing 
27. Printing, publishing, and allied 
industries 
28. Chemicals and allied products -
manufacturing 








Rubber and miscellaneous plastic 
products - manufacturing 
Stone, clay and glass products -
manufacturing 
Primary metal industries 
Fabricated metal products -
manufacturing 
Professional, scientific, and 
controlling instruments; photo-
graphic and optical goods; watches 
and clocks - mllllUfacturing 
Misce llaneous manufac turing - NEG 








Ay Specialty farms 
At High-intensity cropland 
Ac Cropland and cropland 
pasture 
Ap Permanent pasture 
Ai Inactive agricultural 
land 
Ui Other inactive lands 
Uc Lands under construction 
Point data: 
Ay Specialty farms 
y-l Mink 
y-2 Pheasant and game 
y-5 Aquatic agriculture 
y-6 Horse farms 
d Dairy farms: number 
e Poultry operation: 
number 
f Active farmsteads: 
number 
J' • Fore s t Land 
~: 
Fc Forest brushland 
Fn Forest land 
Fp Plantations 
W. Water Resources 
Areas: 
~ Natural ponds and lakes 
(1 acre +) 
Wc Artificial ponds and 
reservoirs'" (1 acre +) 
Ws Streams and rivers 
(100' ±) 
\\lh Hudson Ri.ver 
h1m Marine lakes, rivers 
and seas 
Table A (cont.) 
4. Transportation, connnunication, 
and utilities 
41. Railroad, rapid rail transit, 
and street railway transpor-
tation . 
42. Motor vehic Ie transportation 
43. Aircraft transportation· 
44. Marine craft transportation 
45. Highway and street right-of-
way 
46. Automobile parking 
47. Communication 
48. Utilities 
49. Other transportation, connnuni-
cation, and utilities, NEC 
5. Trade 
51. Who lesa Ie trade 
52. Retail trade - building mate-
rials, hardware, and farm 
equipment 
53. Retail trade - general mer-
chandise 
54. Retail trade - food 
55. Retail trade - automotive, 
marine craft, aircraft, and 
accessories 
56. Retail,trade - apparel and 
accessories 
57. Retail trade - furniture, home 
furnishings. and equipment 
58. Retail trade - eating and 
drinking 
59. Other retail trade, NEC 
6. Services 
61. Finance, insurance. and real 
es tate 
62. Personal services 
63. Business services 
64. Repair services 
65., Professional services 
WbShrub wetlands, bogs, 
marshes 
Ww Wooded wetlands 
Point Data: 
84 
n Natural ponds and lakes: 
number 
c Artificial ponds and 
reservoirs: number 
p Ponds less than 1 acre 
in size: number 
1 Lake shoreline: miles 
s Streams and rivers: 
miles 
N. Nonproductive land 
Ns Sand (unstabilized) 
Nr Rock (exposed) 
R. Residential Land Use 
Areas: 
Rh High density (50' 
frontage) 
Rm Medium density (50-100' 
frontage) 
Rl Low density (laO' + 
frontage) 
Re Residential estates 
(5 acres +) 
Rs Strip development 
Rr Rural hamlet 
Rc Farm labor camp 
Rk Shoreline cottage 
development 
Point data: 
k Shoreline developed in 
cottages: miles 
z High-rise apartment 
buildings: number 
66. Contract construction services 
v Trailer parks: number 
x Rural non-farm resi-
dences never a farm 
residence: number 
a Rural non-farm resi-
dences once a farm 
residence: number 
67. Governmental services 
68. Educational services 
69. Miscellaneous 
Table A (cont.) 
7. Cultural, Entertainment, and 
Recreational 
71. Cultural activities 
72. Public assembly 
73. Amusements 
74. Recreational activities 
7S. Resorts and group camps 
76. Parks 
79. Other cultural, entertainment, 
recreation, and NEC 
8. Resource Production and Extrac-
tion 
81. Agriculture 
82. Agricultural related acti-
vities 
83. Forestry activities and re-
lated services 
84. Fishing activities and re-
lated services 
8S. Mining activities and ralated 
services 
89 .. Other resource production and 
extraction, NEe 
9. Undeveloped Land and Water Areas 
91. Undeveloped and unused land 
area (excluding non-commercial 
85 
C. Commercial Areas 
Areas: 
Cu Central business district 
Cc Shopping center 
Cs Strip development 
Cr Resorts 
I. Industrial Areas 
~: 
Ii Light manufacturing 
Ih Heavy manufacturing 
E. Extractive Industry 
Areas: 
Es Stone quarries 
Eg Sand and gravel pits 
Em Metalic mineral extrac-
tion 
Eu Underground mining 
Point data: 
Eu Underground mining: 
types present 




forest development) OR. Outdoor Recreation 
92. Noncommercial forest develop-
ment 
93. Water areas 
94. Vacant floor area 
9S. Under construction 
99. Other undeveloped land and 
water areas, NEC 
II NEC - Not elsewhere classified 
Areas: 
OR All outdoor recreation 
activities 
Point data: 
OR Outdoor recreation facil-
ities: types present 
OR-l Golf courses 
OR-2 Ski areas, other 
winter sports 
OR-3 Beaches and pools 
OR-4 Marinas, boat launch-
ing sites 
OR-S Campgrounas 
OR-6 Drive-in theaters, 
race tracks, amuse-
ment parks 
Table A (cont.) 
OR-8 Fairgrounds 
OR-9 Public'parks 
OR-13 Shooting, archery 




P. Public and Semi-Public Land 
Uses 
Areas: 
P All public & semi-public 
areas 
Point data: 
P Public & Semi-public 
areas - types present 
p-l Educational institu-
tions 
p-2 Religious institutions 
P-3 Health institutions 
p-4 Military bases and 
armories 
P-S Solid waste disposal 
p-6 Cemeteries 
p-7 Water Supply treatment 
P-8 Sewage treatment plants 











Th Highway interchanges, 
limited access right-
of-way, etc. 
Tr Railway facilities 
Ta Airport facilities 
Tp Marine port and dock 
facilities 
Ts Shipyards 
Tl Marine locks 
Tt Communication and 
utility facilities 
Table A (concluded) 
Point data: 
h Highway category: high-
est present 
h-o None 
h-3 Unimproved, gravel, 
town roads 
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h-4 Two-three land highway 
h-5 Four-line highway 
h-6 Divided highway 
h-7 Limited access highway 
h-8 Limited access inter-
change 
Tr Railway facilities: type 
present 
r-l Abandoned right-of-way 
r-2 Active track 
r-3 Switching yards 
r-4 Stations and structures 
r-5 Spur 







a-6 He liport 
a-7 Seaplane base 




b-3 Abandoned channel 
Tt Communications & utilities: 
types present 
t-l TV-radio tower 
t-2 Microwave station 
t-3 Gas & oil-long distance 
transmission 
t-4 Electric power-long 
distance transmission 
t-5 Water - lon$-distance 
transmission 
t-6 Telephone - long-dis-
tance transmission 
APPENDIX B 
'rable Bl. S\ll;jmar:r of the May test field results showing the number of data points and percent of total 
-data points in each computer class. 
Spectrally separable computer classes 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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# " ,;-r " !I % # % # % N " ~ '" 1, to " /IJ ! 
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Table Bl, cont. 
Spectrally separable computer classes 
8 9 10 11 12 
# % # % # % #'% ~ % 
A 
B 130 16 101 13 120 15 
C 58 38 Bo 53 
en D 
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Table B2. SuwJnary of the July test field results showing the number of data points and percent of 
total data points in each compute~ ~lass. 
Spectrally separable computer classes 
1 , 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 
# % fI % # % # % # % # % # % # % #'% 
258. 802 9 541 6 52 1 95 1 433 5 858 10 544 6 1161 14. 
2 194 21 366 39 1 1 3 0 305 32 15 2 
, 
I 2 1 148 99 
41 
! 
59 2 I 403 13 444 15 121 4 458 15 634 21 15 0 I 2 2 0 196 23 
5 8 2 3 3 5 38 60 
228 20 1 
8 11 2 4 26 54 
33 40 10 12 10 12 25 30 
380 15 185 7 371 . 15 80 3 231 9 3 0 534, 21 267 10 25, 1 
910 1253 1106 656 458 436 2306 1488 1403 











Table B2, cont. 
Spectrally separable computer classes 
" 
10 11 12 13 I 14 15 I 
# " # .' # % '" I # % /I ut i' I' # /" I' 
A 493 6 1709 20 1526 18 9 0 
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~ H 536 1 0 
H 
I 2 2 92 
J 3 6 
K 
L 48 I 2 126 5 110 4 92 4 
607 2074 582 2133 603 630 
Total data points for computer classes 
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Table B3. Suw~ary of the September test field results showing the number of data points and percent. of 
total data points in each computer class. 
Spectrally separable computer classes 
1 2 3 4 5 f 6 7 
# % # % # % 11\ % # d # % .ij % I' 
A 116 1 683 8 226~ 28 150 I 2 1083 13 11 170il 21 
B 731 59 86 7 87 7 39 3 7 0 80 7 128 10 
C 45 81 47 2 
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Table B3, c~nt. 
Spectrally separable computer classes 
8 9 10 11 12 
# % # 'if /,1 % # % II % I' 
A 1397 17 793 10 10 1 0 
B 
C 24 14 21 12 





i 41 4 348 652 61 21 2 33 
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~ H 2 0 2430 99 
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I 105 100 
J 12 30 18 45 7 18 
K 2 2 2 2 
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L 157 5 2351 7 317 10 132 4 
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Figure Cl. Identification of agricultural cropland 
and an overlay of the land use categories 
present in Flightline 219. 
~and use categories** 
Soybeans. • • • • s How crop • • • • • • Pasture 
• • • • • 
p Small grain. 





• • • • • Rye 
• • • • • • .. 
r Pasture 









• • • • • • 
w Forest, continuous 
Forest, discontinuous 
• • E 
tIay 
• • • • • • 
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Corn 
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* Annotated on aerial photograph (Note: penciled numbers nnd 
letters pertain to field and tract information) 
** Annotated on overlay 
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Figure C14 Concluded. 
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. This research was desir,ned to study the ability of present automatic computer 
analysis techniques with the use of multispectral scanner data to differentiate 
land use categories re])resented in a complex urban scene and in a selected flight-
line. An airborne multispectral scanner was used to collect the visible and reflec-
ti ve in frared data. 
A small subdivision near Lafayette, Indiana was selected as the test site for 
·the urban land use study. Multispectral scanner data were collected over the sub-
division on Maor 1, 1970 from an altitude of 915 meters. The data were collected in 
twelve wavelength bands from 0.40 to 1.00 micrometers by the scanner. 
The results indicated that computer analysis of multis])ectral data can be very 
accurate in classifying and estimating the natural and man-made materials that 
characterize land uses in an urban scene. 
A 1.6 km. wide and 16 km. long flightline located in Sullivan County, Indiana, 
which re])resent\Cld most major land use categories, was selected for analysis. Mul-
tispectral scanner data were collected on three flights from an altitude of 1,500 
.meters. Energy in twelve wavelength bands from 0.46 to 11.70 micrometers was recored 
by' the scanner. 
A new, more objective approach to computer training was developed for analysis of 
. the three dates of data. Em])hasis was placed on the standardization of a procedure 
. for analysis of data. The procedure offered faster and consistantly good duplication 
of attained results. 
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The results indicated an ability for automatic 
computer analysis-of remotely sensed multispectral 
scanner data to characterize and map land use 
categories within the test area. Additionally. 
results indicated an alteration of the data 
analysis procedure and land use classification 
scheme. 
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